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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This annual report summarizes the research and development activities of 
the Section for Nuclear I'hysics and Energy Rhysics at The Eu'versity of Oslo 
in lHOI. [t include;, experimental and theoretical unclear physics, as well as 
other fields of physics in which members of the section have participated. 
The report describes completed projects and work currently in progress. 

As in previous years, the experimental activities in nuclear physics have 
mainly been centered around the Cyclotron Laboratory with the SCAN-
DITRONIX MC-.T) Cyclotron. Esing the CACTI 'S mult ideteclor systmi. 
several experiments have been completed. Some results have been published 
while more data remains to be analyzed. 

The collaboration with foreign laboratories has continued in IDOL For many 
years we have participated in the Nordic collaboration, NORDIJALL, at 
the Niels Bohr Tandem Accelerator Laboratory. Members of the section 
also participate in experiments at the Daresbury Laboratory. England. GSI, 
Darmstadt, Germany, KVI. Groningen. Netherlands, and the development 
of new particle detector systems (SIKI and CIIICSI). 

In the fall Trine S. Tveter was awarded the degree Dr. Scient. The title of 
her thesis is: Spectroscopy of Heated Deformed Hare Earth Nuclei. 

At the end of 1991 nine students (for the degree Cand. Scient.) and five 
post-graduate students (for the degree Dr. Scient.) were associated with 
the section. 

The cyclotron has continued to work satsifactorjly due to the untiring effort 
of E. A. Olsen. The excellent job done by him. .1. Wikue and T. Hamsoy in 
keeping the accelerator and dala system in operation is highly appreciated 
by all of us. 

The basic costs of running the cyclotron laboratory is covered by the Uni
versity. The experimental act ivil ies, however, would not have been possible 
without the continued support from l\u- Norwegian Research Council for 
Science and Humanities (NAVE). 

Finally, the efforts of Torgeir Fngelaml and Magne Guttormsen who have 



served as editors of this refiort. are ao['reri.tit>d Uy the other member* of the 
Section. 

Blinder», March 1002 
Svein Messelt 
Leader of the Section for Nuclear Physics and Energy Physics 
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Chapter 2 

Personel 

2.1 Research Staff 

Svpn L. Andersen Assoc, prof. 
Harald Andas Research ass. (NAVF) 
Trond Bergeup Research ass. (NAVF) 
Bard Bjerke Research ass. (NAVF) 
Torgeir Engeland Assoc. prof. 
Ivar Espe Assoc. prof. 
KrisioflTer Gjøtterud Assoc. prof. 
Magne Guttormsen Assoc. prof. 

Ole 11. Herbjornsen Assoc. prot. 
Morten Hjorth-Jensen Research ass. 
Anne Holt Research ass. 
Trygve Holtebekk Senior scient. 
Finn Ingebretsen Assoc. prof. 
Svein Messel t Assoc. prol. (Section lea 
Eivind Osnes Professor 
.John Rekstad Professor 
Anders Storniste Senior scientist 
Roald Tangen Prof, ejijer. 
Per Olav Tjøni Professor 
Trine Spedstad Tveter Research asso r. (NAVF) 

der) 

2.2 Technical Staff 

Eivind Atle Ols 
Torp Rainsoy 
.Ion Wikne 

Section engineer 
Section engineer 
Section engineer 



2.3 Cooperators, Research Staff at Section for 
Electronics and Measurements 

Hernliard S!:aali Professor 

2.4 Visiting Scientists 

Dunja Sultaiiovitr on Ipavp fur II/-I vear from 1'niversity of Sarajpvo. 

2.5 Students 

As of December .'{1. I9fll. niiip graduate students (tor HIP degrpp Cand. 
Srieiit.) and five post-graduate students (for the degree Dr. Srient.) were 
associated wit li Llip section. 
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Chapter 3 

The Cyclotron 

3.1 Operation and Maintenance 

E. A. Olson. .1. Wikiie and S. Messel t 

The cyclotron and the beam lines have functioned without any major re
placement or modifications in 1001. The total beam time for nuclear exper
iments was 200 hours with *He beam. The time used for isotope production 
for the nuclear chemistry group was 20X hours distributed over 00 days. This 
is more than in any previous year. Th" tinn 1 has almost entirely been used 
for production of astatine by bombarding bismuth with alpha-particles, a 
project which is of great interest in connection with cancer research. 

Approximately 20 days have been iiM'd for M hi-diiled and unscheduled main
tenance. 

!) 



Chapter 4 

Data Acquisition and 
Analysis 

4.1 Introduction 

Tin* data acquisition system ;it the Oslo Cyclotron Laboratory may be di
vided into two major components: 

• A front-end system responsible for (lata digitaliy.ation. read-out and 
formatting. This system is based on a VMFhus with connections to 
CAMAC and MM devices. 

A rear-end system used for on- and off-line analysis. This system is 
based on a ND-.IXOO minicomputer. A ("NIX workstation is cornier ted 
to i he XI)--)N(H) rhnmuh Klhornei. 

ND5800 CAMAC f > ND5800 CAMAC JZf VME 
MC68020 

<- J 

tm^ Domino 
MC68020 

m3& 
ND5800 

VME 
MC68020 

<- J 

tm^ Domino 
MC68020 

m3& 
ND120 NIM ^ 

VME 
MC68020 

<- J 
ND120 ND120 a 

y 
Figure 1.1: Schematic view of the data acquisition system. 



4.2 Configuration 

Few change» have been made in 1001 VVurlh mentioning are addition» of a 
S GB Exabyte tape drive, and a third -t->0 Mb disk on the N D ' J H O O . 

a ) Front-end 

VMEbus system with: 
CES FIC 8230 CPU, MC68020/6WWI. 2 Ml) DKAM 
VALET-Plus firmware 

1 CBD 3210, CAMAC Branch Driver 
1 NIM Interface 
1 TSVME 204, EPROM socket card 
2 VBR 8212, VME-VME link, receiver 
1 VBR 8213, VME-VME link, transmitter 
3 T P i ' s , Trigger Pattern Units 

NIM ADC Interface System with: 
16 Si!ona7411/7420G ADCs 

CAMAC system with: 
4 Si lena4418/V ADCs 
4 Silena 4418/T TDCs 

Apple Macintosh SE with: 
VALET-Pltis Bridge 

1 20 MB disk drive 

b ) R e a r - e n d 

ND-5800 computer with: 
SINTRAN III operating system 
20 MB memory, 3S4 kB cache memory 

1 MF-VME DOMINO Controller 
1 Internal 3-slots VMEbus 
3 450 MB disk drive 
1 70 MB removable cartridge 
1 Floppy disk dri- re, high density 
1 MT unit, 1600/6250 BPI 
1 5 GB Exabyte cartridge tape unit 
1 150 MB streamer tape unit 
1 Ethernet connection, T C P / I P software 
1 HP-7550A graphics plotter 
1 Philips GP 300 printer 
1 Genicom 340 line printer 
1 Epson LX-HO printer 
1 Interactive workstations, each witli: 

I I 



a) " 1 ) 1 ( 0 " video colour display. * ruluuio. .1X4 l inn park wilh 2KK pixel», 
display controller and viditi iiiPinory in CAM AC Another CAM AC modul* 
is uspd for cursor generation and colour t r a n s m i t ion frum X to4090 potiiM* 
colours. 

b) CRT terminal 

I Tektronix 4GI2 video hard ropy unit 
30 Terminal connections via NKT/ONK 
I X.25 connection. Coloured Hooks file transfer protocol 
3 Local terminals 
1 CAM AC crate 

Apollo D.\l. r)00 workstation with: 
UNIX bsd4.3 operating system, X Windows 
MC68030/G88R2, 8 MB memory 

1 350 MB disk drive 
1 Cartridge tape, «0 MB 
1 Colour monitor, 1280 x 1024 pixels 
1 Ethernet controller, T C I ' / ' f HIXI NFS software 
1 QMS PS-810 PostScript laserprinter 

4.3 Acquisition and Data Analysis Software 

SHIVA: 
This is the main data-actpiisition and on-line analysis program at the lab. 

DAISY: 
Program controlling the front-end part of the system, normally operated 
from SHIVA. 

KELVIN: 
Program to manipulate large 2-dimensional matrices. It contains 23 com
mands like: read, wj-ite, add. subtmrt. multiply, smooth, compirss, project, 
cut, etc. In addition, the package contains more complex functions like 

- unfolding of Xal , - spedmm. 
• folding spectra with Xal response function, 

extraction of nuclear temperature from -)-spectra. 

CSMA: 
Cranked shell model with asymmetric nuclear shape. 

DECAY: 
Calculates the 7-decay for a Kenni gas system. The lowest excitation region 

12 



is simulated uting experimental il.ila 

EMMA: 
Calculates f'\, A/1, t'l, A/2 transit ion probabilities bot ween single quui-
particle stales from the UPC program (see below). 

FICECiA: 
Extract first-generation -j-spcelra from a set of unfoldeil spertra. 

GAP: 
Solves the DCS gap-equation. 

HFBC: 
llartree Fock-Uogoliobov Cranking model based on Nilsson or bi tals from 
the RPC program (see below). 

KINEMATIC: 
Calculates relativistic energy loss at a given scattering angle. Bet lies for
mula. Straggeling. Also available on II1M-PC. 

PF: 
(ie-spectrum manipulation program. Fast peak search, peak centroid and 
area estimation from observed data. 

RPC: 
Rotor particle coupling model based on Nilsson orbitals. 

PROPLOT: 
Plotting program based on the CPCS-F graphics package. Output on HP-
7550A pen plotter. Spectra stored on disc in Nordic format. Runs on the 
ND-120 part of the computer. 

PCPLOT: 
Subset of PROPLOT. Output on IliM compatible PC. linns on the ND-120 
part of the computer. 

4.4 DAISY, the Oslo Cyclotron Data Acquisition 
System 

T. Hamsoy 

l:i 



Tin' acquisition system has undergone A majni upgrade during (hit year. A 
new dala storage device, an Kxabyte KXII "i'lllO. lias been installed. The 
software for the bark-end sisieui In.» been revised anil several new feature» 
added. A full description »f tlie system is found in ref.11 

4.4.1 Front-end 

The front-end part of the acquisition system is responsible for the read
out of digitalizaliou devices, pattern word generation and the creation of 
event buffers. The system is based on the VMKbus standard. The front-end 
software is developed using the V.M.KT-I'lu.- system'). In addition to the 
event-builder task, programs for set up and testing .ire available. 

rTi 

MM 
ADC 

N M 

" I 
ADG 
CONT 

AOC AOC 
INT 

CAMAC DATAWAV 

-CPU 
-FPU 
vse 

TSVIC TPU 

EPHOM 
CARD 

VALIfT 
PILS 

MAST 

1» 
BIT 

PATT 

Figure -\:l: The DAISY front-end system. 

Fig. 4.2 shows a block iliagra f I lie front-end acquisition system. The 
Trigger Pattern Units'-') constilute an interface to the trigger logic of the 
experimental set-up. The modules supply hit-patterns used in the read-out. 
An interface to Hi NIM ADCs is available. CAMAC ADCs and TDCs are 
read out through a VMK CAMAC Branch Driver. 

4 . 4 . 2 V M E t o N D l ink 

The transfer of data and handshake signals between the front-end and the 
ND-5S00 rompiiter is realized using a VMK-VMK link operated from a 
DOMISO rtmtiiM» r'). The software is coiled in /7,.1.V( '. The link requires 
no user interaction. 

11 



4 . 4 . 3 B n c k - e n d 

The main task of I ho back end system is data analysis ami storage. T h e 
data bnflrrs ari* transferred directly to S T C magnetic tapp ur Exabyte tape. 
Simultaneously, the data an ' sorted into histograms in memory. These his
tograms are accessible from the SHIVA" ) system as disk files. A block 
diagram of the activities of the hack end system is presented in fig. 4.3. T h e 
data buirer and the ines-age.bux is known io all tasks through the link-
segment mechanism in S I N T H A N . The D A I S Y system is operated from 
SHIVA through .. set of commands. The commands are transferred to the 
DAISY control program. D A C Q C . by an internal device. 

Figure -|.;J: T i n 1 back-end system program arch i tec ture . 

References: 

1. T. Ramsoy, DAISY, the Oslo Cyclotron Data Acquisition System, De
partment of Physics Report 91-21. University of Oslo. (1901) 

2. VALET-PI us User's Guide. Version 1. CER.N H'.-'D 

:i. B. Bjerke. A Trigger Pattern Unit, User's Manual. University of Oslo, 
19SS 

•1. T . Hanisoy et a ] . . P m r . of V M K b u s in Research 

Conference. Zur i ch . Swi tzer land lfWN 

1') 



5. S. Lied. DOMINO based MK VMK Interface. Norsk Data I9K7 

6. B. Skaali et al.. SHIVA a Multitask Data Acquisition 

System for the Oslo Cyclotron I.ali.. IEEE Trans Nucl.Sri., VOL. NS-
30. S. IBs:» 

4.5 Data reduction 

T. Ramsoy 

A real-time program. REIM'C, for off-line data reduction is available 1). The 
program accepts Exabyte and ST( ' magnetic tape as inp,i t /output devices. 
To select a special particle type, a window is put in the thickness spectra 
obtained from the A f and £' signals from the particle telescopes. The 
program also makes an automatic gain stabilization «if the energy measured 
in the E-counter of the particle telescopes. A two-pass strategy is applied. 
In the first pass the gain values are calculated for each nth record. The 
values are stored in an array. The secund pass performs the da ta reduction 
and the accepted data are multiplied by the new gain values. Accepted da ta 
are regrouped into event buyers and v -illen to the output device. 

References: 

1. T. Ramsey, REDl 'C , the Oslo Cyclotron Data Reduction Program, 
Unpublished report (1!)!)1) 

4.6 Exabyte EXB-8500 

T. Ramsoy 

An Exabyte EXB-S'iOO X mm helical scan tape device was installed during 
the year. The device is connected to the ND-fiNOO computer through a SCSI 
bus. The SCSI controller is installed on the NI)-10() bus. 

The EXB-KoOO has a maximum capacity of "> (•'!), it is thus possible to store 
da ta from an experiment on one single tape. The maximum data transfer 
rate is SOO kB/s . 

Even though some SCSI functions are available using standard SINTRAN 
monitor calls, it was necessary to develop a library package to utilize all fea
tures of the EXB-K.'SOO1). The library consists of set of Fortran subroutines, 
callable from ND-100 real-lime programs. Although the SCSI Command Li
brary has been written with the EXH-N.IOU target device in mind, it should 
be easy to adapt to other SCSI devices. 

Ui 



A program, SCT. is available for leoling all commands implemented for the 
EXB-K500. 

References: 

I. T. Ramsey. A SCSI Command Library for ND100, Department of 
Physics Report 91-21, University of Oslo. (1991) 

4.7 The SHIVA Program 

B. Skaali 

SHIVA is the main data analysis program at the laboratory. It handles 
singles and multiparameter data acquisition and off-line sorting (playback) 
from magnetic tape. The CAMAC based data acquisition system has now 
been replaced by the DAISY system. It is, however, still accessible. 

The SHIVA system is comprised of a number ofre.il time programs') . The 
SHIVA programs have access to common data areas that contain 1- and 
2-dimensional spectra (histograms). The roiuiiiiiiiicatioii between the pro 
grams is implemented by moans of the real time facilities of the operating 
system SINTRAN-III. 

References: 

1. B. Skaali et a)., SHIVA a Multitask Data Acquisition 

System for the Oslo Cyclotron Lab., IEEE Trans.Nurl.Sci., VOL. NS-
30, 5, 19.X3 

4.8 T h e C A M A C Pile-Up Rejection Module ( P U R ) 

J. Wikne 

The increased number of counter channels in our experiments during the 
last years gave rise to a design project for a special, CAMAC-controlled 32 
channel ECL-input pile-up rejection module. This is a further development 
of the A channel NIM module used so far 1 ) . 

The design work on the module was done in the fall of 1991. Circuit boards 
were ordered for delivery in January 1092. 

References: 

17 
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1. J.C. Wikiie atitl F. Ingcbri'i»™ 
A M M Modulo for Ellicieiit Amplifier I'UP l'p Rejection 
Department of Physics Report «4-31. I'niversity of Oslo, (1984) 
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Chapter 5 

Nuclear Instrumentation 

Only a few investments in nuclear instrumentation was made for 1991. One 
large 72% Ge detector from ORTEC was purchased. Two new 150 /*m Si 
detectors were bought to replace old ones in the CACTUS set-up. Also some 
fast logic and analog electronic modules were purchased. 

In the next sections, an outline of the instrumentation projects are given. 
The data acquisition system DAISY is described in chapter 4. 

5.1 The CACTUS Project 

M. Guttormsen and S. Mcsselt 

The CACTUS multidetector set-up was described in detail in the annual 
report for 19S8. Thus, only a short description will be given. 

The CACTUS detector accommodates .8 AE K telescopes. 28 Nal and 2 Ge 
detectors and is mounted on the !)0° beam line of the Oslo cyclotron. The 
28 Nal counters are fixed to the detector frame and have a distance of 24 cm 
to the target. 

In addition to the Nal counters there is space for 2 Ge counters. At present 
we have two Ge-detectors with efficiencies of 49 an 72 %. respectively. The 
Si telescopes are mounted in a fixed frame of nylon placed within the target 
chamber. The frame has space for 8 telescopes at an angle of t) = ±45° and 
at a distance of 4 cm from target. 

The target chamber can be removed from the centre of the Na] ball through 
the two remaining holes (32 holes in total). Beam focusing can be performed 
with a piece of quartz at the target place, where the beam spot can be 
monitored by a TV camera through a plexiglass window. 

The 5"x.V Nal(Tl) detectors ( UK'RON) are equipped with !>" photo-mul tiplicator 
tubes. They are shielded laterally with 2 mm lead and collimatecl with 10 cm 
lead in front. The solid angle of each detector corresponds to 0.5 % of 4TT. 

1!) 



Thp front of the detectors are covered with a 2 nun ("u absorber. The 
particle telescope consists of a front and end detector. The fiont counter 
has a thickness of 150 /mi Si and is manufactured by TENNELEC. The 
end counter is 3000 /iiu thick, and is of the Si(Li) type from the firm IN-
TERTECHNIQUE. Doth detectors have an active area of 100 mm* and can 
run at room temperature. An Al-absorber of 19 /mi and a 4 mm thick 
Al-collimator are mounted in front of each telescope. 

The electronical set-up for ("ACTUS is based on fast ECL electronics. Both 
CAMAC and VME bus standards are applied. 

Two experiments with 'He beams ivere performed in 1.991. and the total 
system is working very satisfactorily. 

5.2 The NORDBALL Project 

F. IngebrelM-ti and I'.O. Tjoin 

The NORDBALL is a multidetector system which was initiated a.s a Nordic 
enterprise, but has now participation frum Holland, Japan, Italy and Ger
many. The instrumentation is becoming complete and at the moment 53 
BaFj scintillators are installed. In addition the selective devices (particle 
telescopes, neutron detectors) are working vnry satisfactory. The date ac
quisition system has reached a high level of reliability and the VME readout 
electronic modules is fast enough to exploit the full event rate presented to 
it. 

Various experiments have been performed with NORDBALL, see chap
ter G.3. It also is a pleasure to report that the tandem-booster accelerator 
at NBI-TAL is running with high stability anil reliability. 

5.3 The SIRI and CHICSI Projects 

M. Guttormsen 

In 1991 there have been some activity to determine the design parameters for 
the detector systems SHU anil C1IICSI. which are intended to be used in Oslo 
and Uppsala, respectively. The two projects concern .AE -E Si telescopes 
and are rather similar except the particle detector designs and the number of 
telescopes. Figure 5.1 illustrates the various parts of the total system. In the 
SIRI (Silicon Ring) project we aim to build a inultidetector particle t.lescooe 
system to be placed inside the CACTUS set-up. The silicon detector consists 
of 8 trapezes, each divided into s strips. A schematical yiew is shown : n 
fig. 5.2. The CHICS! '" tertor (the CHIC collaboration) will be mounted at 
the CELSIUS storage ring and consists of 320 telescopes, where the front Si 
detector has to be very thin ( 10/ini) in order to obtain particle identification 

20 
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f External i_ 
^triggers/" 
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Figure 5.3: Functions for a single VXI-card handling H telescopes. 

also for heavy fragments. 

The data acquisition system for the two projects is planed to be based on 
programmable tasks, where the system is controlled and monitored by work
stations connected via a local area network, e.g. Ethernet. In parallel with 
the proposel for EUROISAI.L, the electronic modules will be compatible 
with the V'XIbus standard. This bus provides a high data rate combined 
with a flexible trigger system. The design and production of the very com
pact VXI-cards for the i l v - K Iclescopes will represent a Miajor challenge. It 
is planed that the design could be used for all three projects SIRI, CHICSI 
and El/ROTiALL. Some main functions for this card is shown in fig. 5..'J. 



Chapter 6 

Experimental Nuclear 
Physics 

6.1 Introduction 

The experimental work at the cyclotron has been devoted to the study of 
nuclear structure at low spin and high excitation energy. The method is 
based on measuring charged particles from transfer reactions in coincidence 
with 7-rays. In this way 7-ray spectra at various nuclear excitation energies 
can be produced. 

The project is of general physical interest: To what extent can one ascribe 
statistical properties as temperature and entropy to a microscopical few-
body system? It is well known that the low energy part of nuclear excitations 
is determined by the orbitals occupied and the collective degrees of freedom. 
However, a few MeV above the yrast line one is bound to use statistical 
concepts. 

One of the most interesting discoveries is the presence of low energy 7-
rays from the decay of heated nuclear matter. The existence of such 7-
radiation have been confirmed in several nuclei, and studies of the origin <~{ 
this favoured 7-decay is in progress. 

It is an open question if chaotic particle motion can be produced in hot 
nuclear matter . The group has found that the A*-quantum number may 
serve as a fingerprint for the degree of order in deformed nuclei. Investigating 
how the 7-decay routes is governed by I\ is a very promi.ssing approach to 
these problems. 

The multi-detector set-up CA( 'T l 'S gives about 20 times higher coincidence 
rate than previous set-ups {see ch. 5). In order to increase the efficiency 
further, a new telescope system called SIRI is under considerations. The 
CACTUS-SIR1 combination will be most powerful in the study of nuclear 
behaviour at high temperature. 

In 1991 the group also participated for the first time in experimental inter-
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mediate energy heavy ion physics through the ( ' l i l t ' col laborat ion. There 
are many topics of fundamental nature that we want to investigate in this 
project. We wish to find out whether substantial compression of nuclear 
matter can be achieved in heavy ion reactions, to learn about the nuclear 
equation of s tate far away from the ground stale , to find out whether a 
liquid/gas phase-transition takes place during the decompression phase and 
whether the multifragmentation processes are connected to such critical be
haviour of nuclear matter . A new multidetector system C'HICSl is planed 
to be built and placed at the CELCIUS storage ring ii. I 'ppsala. 

The contributions during the year to the study of nuclei at low spin and 
high excitation energy are presented in section 0.2. 

The work on high-spin states has also continued in 1091. The experiments 
were carried out at the Niels Bohr institute in Itiso am! .'' the Daresbury 
Laboratory in England, where heavy-ion beams are available. The main 
topic of this research is the behaviour of nuclei exposed to rapid rotation. 
In particular, single-particle structures and pairing-correlations have been 
studied as function of rotational frequency. The growing information on 
excited bands in the second minimum (superdeformed bands) is also of great 
interest. The field is in strong development, and powerful detector systems 
with Compton-suppressed Ge-detectors are vised. We participate in the 
NORDBALL collaboration, which is a detection system with 20 Compton-
suppressed 7-ray spectrometers. Experiments within the field of high-spin 
states are presented in section u.-'i. 

6.2 Nuclear Properties at High Temperature 

6 . 2 . 1 A N e u t r o n D e c a y M o d e l 

M. Guttormsen, J. Rekstad and T. Tveter 

The energy and the number of neutrons emitted from a hot nucleus depenu 
on the excitation energy. From the (/'He,») reaction it is evident that the 
neutron evaporation starts very abrupt when there is energy enough to send 
out neutrons - that means the neutron emission is strongly favoured com
pared to the competing 7-decay. This is not surprising taking into account 
the difference in strength between electromagnetic and strong interaction. 

The present model gives the opportunity In extract details on the level 
density from transfer reactions with one charged ejectile. By fit to the 
experimental data , the level density parameter a can be estimated as well 
as the neutron energy distributions. A preliminary out-line of the model is 
given below. 

Level d e n s i t i e s 
The neutron as well as the ->-ray energy distributions depends on the density 
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P\-rmAEr.lr.Al = '^-t-yfiA-'Uf T 7 ' | - ' e X | | - J \ / ^ F 

where 
1 7' = —(I + v/l + M ) . 

2/J 

(<i.2) 

(«.:») 
The main parameter for /iy..tml is the level densi ty parameter a. In the 
rare earth region a takes values between U) and 'J"i N l e V - 1 . The in t r i ns i r 
ex r i t a t i un energy f is iletine<l according lei spin and TIn» type of system 
considered 

n / ) = /•:, - /•.',,.„,!/)- /•:„.,„ . « u ) 
where Eyr^iiJ) is Lhe exc i ta t ion energies of the yrast states am] A'pair is the 
pa i r ing energy defined as (J. A nr 'JA for odd -odd . odd-A or even-even nucle i , 
respectively. 

F igure ( i . l dotnoi istrates an in terest ing feature of the in t r ins ic exc i ta t ion 
energy /". At a cer ta in in t r ins ic exc i ta t ion / t l ie exc i ta t ion energies ET can 
vary up to 2 NleY dependim.; on spin and I lie type of nuclear system. 

The />.,ti,cr funct ion is a paramer riz.it ion ot rhe level density not included 
above. Typ ica l l y , th is is sei con. tant to I levels per MeY. s ta r t i ng at Er = 
I M e Y in t l i / ' even-even nuclei and at the • ' round state in odd-A ant! odd-
odd nuclei. The parameters de.si i ib i i i i i this density can be determined by 
count ing known levels. 



Decay branches 
The model is essentially based on the derav nrubauililies for 7-ray» and 
neutrons in a nucleus A given by 

p , ( £ , ; £ „ / \ , t ) = n i ^ f , - £ , , / ' . , 1 ) (6.5) 

and 
pAE^EI,l

r,A) = liEl.p(EI- £*- B,H.l'.A- I) . (6.6) 

where a and li is constants. 

In the following we denote the mother nucleus by i = 0, since it corresponds 
to the On channel. After emission of one neutron we have isotope i = I, and 
so on. Let nucleus t be excited to an excitation energy £, . There are now 
two possible decays: 

• 7-decay with a probability of Wn 

• neutron decay with a probability 1-lV,-, 

The probability for 7-decay is given by 

/ t

E ' ; M £>)</£• 

/*•/ '•, ( £ , )< /£ , + f^p„(E„)dE. 

where the limit L{ is defined by 

" ^ £ - ' = rE.„, " ' * / - > - • ( 6 7 ) 

L, = E,-(B,+1-B,). (C.8) 

Here, Bi is tlif binding energy in the i = 0 nucleus for sending out 1 neutrons 
(for convenience we define Bo = 0). It is easy to see that the formula fulfills 
the condition that the 7-decay dominates completely (Wj-, = 1) when the 
excitation energy is below the neutron binding energy ( £ ; < B 1 + 1 - B,) . 

The normalized neutron decay probability to a certain excitation energy 
£,•+1 in the nucleus with one less neutron is given by 

wtAEi,EM) = (1 - W^Ei)\ ? ,", (f"' . (6.9) 
h 'pAEv)dE„ 

where £„ = £; - E,+\. 

We can now set up the probability for ending up in a nucleus j when nucleus 
z = 0 is populated to an excitation energy £*i). We first present the 0, 1 and 
2n channels before the general expression is given. 

Po(E0) = 1V C , !£ U ) (6.10) 

/>,(£„) = / " r fE ,» ' , , ! £,)«•<,,-( ÆcA-i) (6 .11 , 
Jo 

P-2(E0) = 1° dEo'h^Eu.Ei) f \lE2\V^(E2)w>AEl,E2)(6.V2) 
JB2-H1 -A) 
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P,{En) = / < i i > v U u . £ i ) / " JEiwUEuE,)---
JB,-B, JB,-H, 

Jo "'".lE^Y^E^u^.^JE^.E,) (6.13) 

The experimental counterpart to the P}( E0) functions can be measured with 
the ( 3 He; o . x n . r ) reaction and compared with the model estimate* The 
aim is to learn more about the nuclear density and possible phase-transitions 
in nuclei at high excitation energies. The work is in progress. 

6 . 2 . 2 N e u t r o n D i s t r i b u t i o n s in t h e ' C T n y ( 3 H e , o 2 n ) R e a c t i o n 

M. Guttormsen, T.S. Tvetpr aud J. Rekstad 

The development of large deterlor arrays has now opened for detailed ex
perimental studies of the nuclear structure above the yrast lino. A major 
challenge in these studies is to separate the effects of two essential variables, 
the angular momentum and the temperature. 

The neutron energies are a good probe for determining the tempera tur 0 . In 
order to study neutron energies from high excitation energy, we ha.ve cho
sen the 1 6 3 D y ( 3 H e , a m ) reaction with £'( 3 Ile) = 45 MeV, which permits 
excitation to fairly high energies due to a large pos i t i v (Rvalue. The angu
lar momentum is essentially limited by the available single particle angular 
momenta in the target nucleus. A technique is developed 1) which permits 
systematic studies of the decay process as a function of excitation energy. 

This work concerns the relations between the feeding region in the compound 
system 1 6 2 D y and the entry regions in the various daughter nuclei. These 
levels are connected by one or a cascade of neutron transitions, and the 
comparison should reveal essential properties of the neutron decay. 

Left part of fig. 6.2 shows schematically the n-particles spectrum from the 
l 6 3 Y b ( 3 H e , a ) reaction. For each excitation energy Eu various z;i-channels 
are populated with probability /^(rTo), svherc j = x (for notation, see sub-
sect. 6.1). 

In this work we have concentrated on the spin dependence of the feeding 
region leading to the 2n channel. The experimental o-energy distributions 
are obta ined 1 ) by putting gates on the ground band -/-lines and sorting 
out the «-distributions. In fig. 6.3 the preliminary experimental da ta are 
shown for each spin / , obtained from the «dis t r ibut ion in coincidence with 
the ground band transition / — / - 2 subtracted by the distribution with 
1 + 2 - I. 

There is a tail on the high excitation energy side of the distributions. This 
tail is partly due to the competition between 7-decay and neutron decay. 
Also high energy neutrons from preeqtiilibrium emission might explain this 
tail. 
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Figure (i.2: I l l us t ra t ion of the neutron and ->-ileray after the 
" i : , Dy( : , Hp.< iJ - i i ) " " - - , ' [ ) . v react ion. 
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Figure 0.-1: Experimental (crosses) ceutroids and variations of the re
distributions compared with the modet (lines). 

In fig. 6-1 the distributions are compared with the corresponding theoretical 
expression 

/ M ^ u ) = / ° f/£iir u-< /•'„, /;',) / " in:i\V^{EMw(Ex,E2) . (6.14 

given in sui)sect. (i.l. All hough both tin 1 experimental data and the mode] 
calculations are rather preliminary, the main properties of the distributions 
can be understood within the present description as a function of spin / . 

References: 

1. A. Atar,, J. Rekstad. M. Guttormsen. S. Messelt. T. Hainsiiv. 
T.F. Thorsteinsen, C Lovhoideu and T. Rødland. 
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6.2.3 A Study of the 0-4n Channe ls in Excited , 6 i D y 

K. Rajasri, M. <!iittorms»u. (S. Lovhoidcn. S. Messelt. T.S. Tveter, ,1. Rek
stad and L. Bergholt 

The experiment was carried out with -15 MeV ^He-particles delivered by the 
MC-35 cyclotron at the University of Oslo. The reaction " ' ' Y b ^ H e . a ) was 
studied using the CACTI 'S set-up. 

Final nuclei populated aft ci" the!) In channels were selected by put t inggates 
on yrast transitions in the respective nuclei. Figure (j.r) shows the various 
a-particle energy distributions obtained by gating on tlie coincident 7-lines 
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in the (ie ronnters. The obtained spectra have then been divided by the 
singles (i-spertruiii in order to cuiiipensate for variations in the reaction 
cross-section. 

There are some striking features with these spectra. As a function of the 
number of neutrons emitted, the width of llie distributions increase. This 
is due to that each neutron represents a distribution in energy centered 
around K„ = ! MeV. It is also interesting to observe that when all spectra 
are added together we get an almost constant spectrum with probability 1. 
This is exactly what the model in subsect. (i.l predicts {J2M l's(E0) = 1). 

In general, there is a close agreement between the width of the distribution 
and the binding energy of the neutron. The ce,ilroid of the distribution of 
feeding levels is shifted relative to the energy threshold of the channel. This 
shift, which increases with the number of emitted neutrons, depends both 
on the entry region and on the energy removed by the neutrons. There are 
plans to extend these studies also to data from even-even targets. 

6 . 2 . 4 I s o b a r i c R a t i o s of L i g h t F r a g m e n t s 

M. (iuttormsen and the CHIC collaboration 

There have for a long time been known that charged particles are emitted far 
below the Coulomb barrier to such an extent that normal barrier penetration 
cannot describe the u.ita. In order to investigate these ejects , t / ''He and 
"He / "Li isobaric intensities were measured as a function of particle energy 
in H . \ induced reactions. 
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Figure 0.0: The CHICKEN range detectors at SIS. 

The experiments were performed at the upgraded Gustaf Werner Cyclotron 
in Uppsala. The set-up consisted of two Si telescopes, each with 4-5 A E 
detectors with thicknesses ranging from 50 /<m to 4 mm. The compositions 
of the various telescopes were made so that a wide energy range from ss 2A 
MeV up to ~ 50A MeV could be covered. 

6.2.5 Measurements of K + -n iesons at SIS 

M. Guttormsen and the CHIC collaboration 

At GSI (Darmstadt) the CHIC collaboration has installed an experimental 
set-up at the target used by the KAOS-spectrometer group with the purpose 
of measuring low energy positive kaons as a complement to the spectrometer 
measurements. 

The range telescope used is shown in lig. 0.0. It consists of a stack of plastic 
scintillators surrounded by muon detectors. The system should be able to 
measure K' + in the kinetic energy range from 15 to l.'iO MeV in 8 consecutive 
bins. The identification of the K + is possible by the muon from the process 

A + - / < + +u . (0.15) 

with a branch of 63.5 % and a lifetime for the muon of r(i/) = 12 ns. 

Analyses of the data is in progress. 

6 .2 .6 L o w - S p i n S - B a n d M e m b e r s in " * " M D y 

E. Andersen". II. llelslrup", G. l.ovhimleu". T.K. Tlnustciiisen*. 
M. Guttormsen. S. Messelt. T.S. Tveter. M. Hofstee". M. Schippers" and 
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S.Y. van der W e r f 
' Department of Physics, University of ttergen. S'urway 
" KVI, Groningen, The Netherlands 

Backbending may be seen as a crossing of the ground state with the S-band 
based on a pair of i ] 3 / , ; neutrons. Very little information is available on the 
S-band members below the crossing point. In this study an a t tempt is made 
to locate such states in 1 < w Dy, by means of the (n.^lle) reaction on a m D y 
target, which has an iK)/,> ground state configuration. 

The experiment was performed at the KVI (Ironingen cyclotron with a 50 
MeV a b e a m . The reaction products were analyzed in a Q M G / 2 spectro
graph and recorded in a detector that separates the outcoming a and 3 H e 
particles. 

The work is in progress. 

6 . 2 . 7 T r a n s i t i o n b e t w e e n S t a t i s t i c a l a n d n o n - S t a t i s t i c a l 7-
D e c a y in 1 7 i Y b 

M. Guttormsen, A. Atac, K. Kliingland, S. Messelt, T. lianisoy, J. Rekstad, 
T.S. Tveter and Z. Zeiazny* 
' Ins t i tu te of Experimental Physics, I'ui: • rsily of Warsaw, Poland 

The primary or first generation 7-rays carry information 011 the gross-properties 
of nuclear structure in the continuum. Recently 1), a new method was devel
oped which provides the possibility of quantitative studies of the first gen
eration 7-rays from different excitation regions. The present work concerns 
the well deformed 1 7 2 Y b nucleus, where these 7-ray energy distributions are 
studied as a function of excitation energy up to the neutron binding energy 
of 8.0 MeV. The experimental technique is based on light ion reactions with 
one charged ejertile. The partirle-7 coincidences are used in a subtraction 
technique to produce the first generation 7-spectra. 

The 7-decay in continuum depends on the density of available final states 
and on the transitional 7-energy. Both the dependence of the level density 
as a function of excitation energy and the functional property of the 7-
dependent term is of considerable interest. However, so far 7-data has not 
provided the possibility to determine these two factors separately. 

The experiment was carried out with •1.r> MeV Mle-particles delivered by the 
MC-35 cyclotron at the University of Oslo. We summarize in the following 
the conclusions of this work, which has recently been puplished 2 ) . 

The 7-decay pattern suggests a transition from a non-statistical region to 
a statistical region around 4 MeV of excitation energy of the initial s tate. 
Below Et — A MeV the 7-decay is strongly governed by the A'-values of 
available bands. The 7-decnv in the excitation region from 1 to X MeV 
can roughly be described by two factors: (i) a 7-energy-dependent term£'" 
with n = 4.'I ± 0.-1 and (ii) the Fcnui-gus level density with level-density 
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parameter a = (1K.4 ± 1.9) MeV"'. 

The data reveal significant deviations from these gross properties. In partic
ular, the low energy 7-radiation appearing in the first generation spectra is 
important to understand. Also the fine structure found as a function of final 
excitation energy can bring new insight into the statistical region. However, 
at present the uncertainties in the experimental data makes il difficult to de
termine the underlying mechanisms responsible for the deviations. Further 
investigations on these aspects are in progress. 

References: 

1. M. Guttormsen et al., Nucl. Instr. and Metli. A255 (19S7) 518 

2. M. Guttormsen et al., Nucl. Phys. A531 (1991) 370 

6.2.8 Gamma-Ray Branching and the A' Quantum Number 
in Even-Even Rare-Earth Nuclei 

T. S. Tveter, M. Guttormsen and .1. Itekslad 

The A' quantum number is defined for axially deformed nuclei as the pro
jection of the total spin on the symmetry axis. Being a true constant of 
motion only for a particle in a nun-rotating, axially symmetric average field, 
the purity of the A* quantum number depends upon spin and temperature. 
The large level densities found at high intrinsic excitation energy may cause 
extensive A' mixing even for small A' non-conserving residual interactions, 
e.g. Coriolis coupling. As the temperature rises, the nuclear structure is ex
pected to become increasingly chaotic, leading to the ultimate disappearance 
of A' together with other quantum numbers associated with the mean-field 
description 1)-

At which excitation energy and how abruptly the A' quantum number even
tually vanishes, if at all, is still an open cpiestion. The decay pattern ob
served after thermal and average resonance neutron capture indicates that 
K still influences the gamma-decay at excitation energies up to the neutron 
separation energy, about S MeV 2 ) . 

In this work 3 ) we at tempt to pursue the remains of A' selection effects 
even higher up in excitation energy, utilizing another spectral signature: 
Low-resolution 7-spectra from even-even deformed rare-earth nuclei display 
a broad peak structure rentered at E-, s: 1 MeV and actually consisting 
of a number of discrete transitions from vibrational and low-lying two-
quasiparticle bands, a group of states commonly denoted the vibrational 
region, to the ground band. We now believe that the origin of this striking 
feature, first discovered in ''"Yl> after the ( !llc,rv) reaction' 1), is well un
derstood. The location of the peak is determined by the level structure of 
well-deformed even-even nuclei at low spin, exhibiting an edge in the level 
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Figure (i.7: Ce -,-speetrum asuied after the 1 7 : , Y b ( : l H e , « ) 1 7 2 Y b reaction. 
The insert shows a close-up of the individual components of the 1 MeV 
peak. The most intense -)-lines depopulating the three lowest excited bands 
in 1 , 2 Y b have been labelled. Subinsert: The experimental (filled circles) and 
theoretical (open circles! fractions of the total population decaying via the 
three bauds of interest. 
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density /)( Ex. I) demarcating the lower limit fur rotational states built on ex
cited configurations and running approximately parallel to the ground band 
at a distance a: A. Its intensity is strongly connected with the operation of 
the A' selection rules: A clear correlation has been discovered between the 
A' values of the various bands and their relative contributions to the peak. 

Figure 6.7 displays the G'e 7-spertrum accumulated in coincidence with a-
particles for the reaction , 7 , Y b ( ' H e , n ) ' r 2 Y b . The insert shows an enlarged 
part of the total spectrum, containing the individual 7-lines of which the 
1 MeV peak is composed. The decay mainly proceeds through the three 
lowest excited bands in , , a YI>, located at approximately the same excita
tion energy: the li- and octupole vibrational hands with K* — 0 + and 1~, 
respectively, and the A"" = . 'i + band. The data reveals an enhanced popula
tion of the A' = ;} band and a deficiency for the two low-A' bands compared to 
statistical estimates. The relative experimental strengths passing through 
the three bands are plotted in the subinsert of fig. 6.7 together with the 
corresponding statistically predicted quantities, calculated ignoring the K 
quantum number. 

The observed decay pattern is accounted for by A" selection rules: The high-
K part of the nuclear population, being prevented from feeding the A' = 0 
ground band directly, will preferably decay via the lowest-lying excited bands 
with appropriate spin projections. .Vo such barrier exists for low-A' highly 
excited states, for which decay paths bypassing the vibrational region are 
open. 

Assuming that the 1 MeV peak intensity rons ' i tutes a measure for the A' 
hindrance effects, this quantity has been investigated as a function of exci
tation energv after the ( 'lle,<») reaction. We let l\\\r\ be the number of 
transitions in the 1 MeV peak divided by the total number of 7-cascades. 
This ratio has been plotted in fig. O.S as a function of excitation energy. The 
fiMeV values have been estimated as described below: 

By gating on the ground band transitions of the various isotopes, it has 
been demonstrated that the o-partirle groups corresponding to different 
( 3He,«a:n) reaction channels are well separated in energy up to 1 = 2, ref. 5 }. 
Hence, it has been possible to choose1 the excitation intervals £,• = 1 - 4 MeV, 
A - S M P V ( O I I ) , H 15 MeV (In) and 20 25 MeV (2n) sufficiently narrow to 
avoid significant contributions from neighboring i n channels. The net area 
of the 1 MeV peak has been evaluated by fitting quadratic background's to 
the On channel 7-spectra anil linear ones to the higher-n spectra. Three 
relative normalization procedures have been applied, dividing the peak area 
with (i) the ( 3 He,a ) cross section within the excitation region of interest 
(filled circles), (ii) the strength of the individual 111 channels estimated by 
means of the ground band transition intensities (open circles) and (Hi) the 
total area of the Nal 7-spectrum above (j()0 keV ( filled triangles). The overall 
normalization has been obtained by comparing these relative quantities with 
the corresponding ratio' '' "• a selected excitation window (,':'t = .| - X MeV). 

The most spectacular feature of the fiinciion /'IM,.V( l'-r\ is a smooth but 
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Figure G.S: Average number /'IM,.V o f l MeV peak transitions per y-cascade 
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pronounced decline of tin* I MeV peak ititeiiMiy with increasing excitation 
energy. The probability for decaying via the vibrational region starts at 
60 - 90% at the lowest excitation energies ( E r = 1 - \ MeV), dependent on 
the A" value of the target nucleus used, and decreases gradually with rising 
temperature, stabilizing at about 30-35% for Ex > 20 MeV. This lower 
limit is tentatively identified with the amount of 1 MeV radiation solely due 
to the step in the level density function. A significant surplus of 1 MeV 
strength relative to this reference value, possibly suggesting partial survival 
of the A" quantum number, is observed as high up as Er as 10 - 15 MeV. 

The observed functional dependence t*iMK\[Er) '«ay not be solely due to 
temperature related structural features, like thermal configuration mixing 
or deformation softness, but may also be affected by more reaction-specific 
parameters, for instance the collective rotational frequency of the decaying 
nucleus and the corresponding ('oriolis coupling strength. The average spin 
introduced by the ( 3 He.o) reaction has been found to increase dramatically 
with excitation energy 1 '). 

In order to extract inure quantitative information about the relationship 
between the 1 MeV peak strength and the degree of A* mixing, 7-decay is 
being simulated in (Ej.,1, A') space using the decay probability expression: 

V(E^ /.. A', - £ / , / , , h'j) x A > ( £"/, / , . A 7 ) / ( / „ A'„ / , , K}) (6.16) 

with the level density p{ Es, / , A") given by the formula of ref.') with temperature-
dependent collective and single-particle spin cutoff parameters adjusted to 
reproduce the numerical values estimated for u w r > at Er — 7.77 MeV 8 ) . 
Below Ejr =s 2A, the empirical level structure has been employed. The 
factor f{Ii,h'i,If,h'j) represents various A' hindrance conditions. 

For simplicity, parity lias been disregarded. 

Preliminary results, obtained by subtracting underlying statistical back
ground from the 1 MeV peak structure in the simulated -y-spectra, yield 
approximately the asymptotic value P\\\K\- ^ 30 " 35% in the limit of total 
A' mixing, while a high degree of A' conservation is necessary in order to 
reproduce the peak intensities obtained at low excitation energies. It is still 
not entirely clear how crucial the spin parameter is for the decline of the 
function PIMCV(ET)-

Other works, employing (c,j-n) reactions, c being a charged particle, claim 
projectile mass dependent A" distributions up to excitation energies of as 40 -
50 M e V 9 , 1 0 ) . In a theriiialized chaotic system, all characteristics of the en
trance channel are expected to be fully forgotten apart from spin and parity, 
and the A' composition of each eigcust.'te at a given spin is expected to equal 
the statistical leve] density of basis configurations p[Ej.,l, A") independent 
of the mode of formation. 

Considering all available data, the traces of A' selection effects appear to 
be remarkably resistant to destruction, possibly persisting for tens of MeV 
above the first onset of mixing, contrary to theoretical expectations in re
gions where the {'orioli.s coupling matrix elements exceed the average level 
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spacing. 

A possible explanation is obtained if the A' tiuniittjin number itself has ceased 
to exist as an approximate constant of motion at the higher excitation ener
gies, but that other structural properties, surviving to higher temperatures, 
prevent total A' mixing. For instance, collective rotation is believed to co
exist with stochastic single-particle trajectories, and hence, the degree of 
alignment of the total spin along the rotational axis will be rather well-
defined. States characterized by the same spin, but different alignments, 
will show different average spin projections along the symmetry axis when 
described as superpositions of basis components with sharp A' values. 

In order to illuminate these questions further and to locate more precisely the 
transition into the regime of undefined A', one might perforin a systematic 
investigation of the 1 MeV peak intensity or alternatively, the branching 
through selected high-A' levels, for various reactions proceeding through 
different mechanisms and having different projectile tuns"s . ranging ;.om 
protons io Ii;;iit IH'.V. y inn-.. "••• i .: v..-..' ' * ' .• !• • 
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6.2.S The A' Quantum Number and the Decay of Neutron 
Resonances 

T. S. Tveter, J. Rekstad and M. Guttormsen 

The onset of chaos is believed to be accompanied by the total mixing and 
consequently, the effective disappearance of quantum numbers connected 
with the shell model picture, such as isospin and the spin projection K on 
the nuclear symmetry axis'). Hence, the degree of A" mixing m».y be taken 
as a qualitative measure for the amount of disorder in the system. 

Conservation of the A' quantum number will manifest itself through the 
selection rule AA' < A governing the 7-decay, A being the multipolarity of 
the 7-transitioii and A A' the difference between the initial and the final state 
A' value. So-called A'-forbidden decay, made possible by A' mixing induced 
by residual interactions, is at low excitation energy subject to hindrance 
factors of the order 1 0 ' i ( 4 A ' " M . 

Already in 1972, Soloviev 2) suggested studying the A" composition of neu
tron resonances by comparing the primary decay probabilities into final 
states with various spin projections. In this work 3 ) the 7-decay properties 
of thermal neutron resonances in " > 8 E r -nd 1 7 8 H f have been quantitatively 
investigated, reanalyzing the data from refs . 4 , 5 ) . Capture of ^-neutrons in 
the target nuclei , 6 7 E r and I 7 7 Hf, having A'" equal to 7 / 2 + and 7 / 2 " , re
spectively, creates excited states with spin / = :i. 4, with opposite parities 
in the two product nuclei, and in the case of A' conservation, with A' values 
equal to 3 or 4. The primary 7-decay of these levels, located at Ex ss 8 MeV, 
to totally 116 well-established stales at low excitation energy (Ex =s 0 - 2.5 
MeV) with known I'K has been studied in detail. 

The dependence of the 7-intensity upon the 7-energy and the final-state spin 
and parity was eliminated by defining; the dimeiisionless reduced transition 
probability x: 

' - war 
A, being the intensity of the individual transition, and E^ an energy com
pensation factor. The quantity {/.,/E*)i« is the energy-corrected intensity 
averaged over all transitions to final states with the same I* in the nucleus 
of interest, regardless of the A' value. 

Correcting the transition probability for dependence upon 7-energy, spin 
and parity, and including in the analysis only low-A' final states belonging 
to rotational bands with Coriolis coupling induced energy staggering less 
than 5%, and hence believed to have sharp A' values, a hindrance factor of 
the order of a; 2 is found for "forbidden transitions" (A'/ = 0, 1) relative to 
"allowed transitions" (A'/ = 2 - 5). 

A significant A' dependence, although of somewhat smaller magnitude, is 
also demonstrated by the primary decay after absorption of 2 keV and 24 keV 
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Figure (i.!): Average reduced primary transition probabilities in the neutron 
capture reartions " i 7 E r , l 7 7 l l f (n .-)) as a function of final-slate A' values. 

neutrons in the same two target nuclei 1-''). In this latter analysis, a slightly 
different selection of final states has been used, allowing a more liberal upper 
limit, 11%, on the energy staggering of A' = 0,1 bands, and omitt ing a 
number of highly excited bands included in the previous work, among them 
all A' = 5 levels, average resonance rapture da ta being unavailable. The 
average reduced transition probabilities ( i ) / c . are displayed in fig. 6.9 as a 
function of A'. For comparison, the results for therm;:! neutrons are also 
shown, applying the same energy staggering limit of 11% and utilizing the 
truncated ensemble of final states. The corresponding hindrance factors R 
are listed in the figure. A curious fact is the systematic suppression of decay 
into A' = 1 states. 

This investigation of average resonance capture data confirms our earlier 
findings and places tlieni upon a firmer statistical basis: Thermal neutron 
capture populates a number of eigenstates of the order of 1, and the inten
sities of the transitions to the various final states are approximately Porter-
Thomas distributed. The energy spread of a neutron beam in the keV 
region normally spans about 102 resonances, and the resulting averaging of 
coefficients connecting the ensemble of initial states with each final state, 
produces a more Gaussian-shaped intensity distribution with a well-defined 
maximum and a much smaller variance. 

Several interpretations of this A' dependence has been offered. Our original 
suggestion, based on the thermal neutron capture data , was the A' quantum 
number still being an approximate constant of motion at Er =s 8 MeV 3 ) . 

P.G. Hansen at tempts to explain our observations in terms of correlations 
between the entrance and exit channel' 1), assuming that "those resonances 
that have large components with A' = :i. I in their wave functions will 
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be favoured both in the neutron rapture ami in the subsequent Ml and El 
decays connecting to states with A' = 2 - 5". Two types of correlation effect» 
enhancing correlated relative to uncorrelateil channels may be involved here: 

The presence of correlations between amplitudes of components with the 
same A' values, apart from those related to statistical level densities, is in 
fact equivalent to partial A' conservation, as already proposed by us, and 
is incompatible with a random matrix model describing total A' mixing. 
In a chaotic regime, where th? eigenstates are regarded as superpositions 
of a very large number of particle configurations, the squared amplitude 
of each individually Porter-Thomas distributed around the same centroid, 
the content of each A" value is expected to be approximately equal for all 
resonances with the same spin and parity. 

Another type of correlation is a. preference for decay through the neutron 
capture entrance component. The entrance configuration, consisting of the 
target nucleus in its ground state plus a neutron in a barely unbound s-
orbital, is only one among many nucleoli arrangements coupling to the same 
spin, parity and A' value. The long time normally elapsed before 7-emission 
ensures thermalization and erasure of any memory of the entrance channel. 
Decay to each low-lying final state involving the relocation of one nucleon 
only, may take place through several two- and four-quasiparticle components 
with appropriate A' values, but widely different microscopic structures, and 
there is no apparent reason why the entrance component should be favoured 
in this respect. Contributions from preeqnilibriiiin 7-decay might possibly 
enhance the feeding into slates having strong structural overlap with the 
entrance configuration. 

Von Egidy points out that even with extensive C Wiuiis mixing between the 
various rotational bands, the A' composition of each eigenstate will show 
a combinatorially determined anisotropy') . The purely statistical A' dis
tributions computed for u ' s E r predict a hindrance factor of 1.19, and von 
Egidy suggests that the A* dependence observed experimentally fully can 
be ascribed to the natural deficiency of low-A' basis levels. However, this 
hypothesis does not explain the suppressed feeding into A' = 1 states, which 
seems systematic, although the statistics is limited (totally 9 levels, belong
ing to 3 rotational bands, accepted). 

The combined set of da ta accumulated with thermal, 2 keV and 24 keV 
neutron energies yield an overall hindrance factor R = 1.3 r)±0.03 for decay 
to A' = 0,1 states relative to A' = 2 - 5 states. (13±3)% in excess of the 
number estimated from the statistical level densities of ref. ') . Assuming 
that the K distributions for the nuclei l e s r > and I 7 s H f are approximately 
equal, we tentatively conclude that the A" mixing of the resonance states 
is considerable. '.Mit not complete. Precise measurements covering a larger 
ensemble oi nuclei and final states might be of value in order to clarify 
whether this deviation from statistical predictions is a general feature for 
stably deformed systems, and in that case, to determine the average amount 
of A' mixing at Er ~ X MeY. 
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6 . 2 . 1 0 M u l t i p l i c i t y M e a s u r e m e n t s w i t h C A C T U S 

L. Bergholt, J. Rekstad, T. Tveter and M. Guttormsen 

In a previous le t ter ' ) we described a technique to measure the average 7-
ray multiplicity as a function of excitation energy in reactions where only 
one charge particle is emitted. The multiplicity was determined simply by 
dividing a 7-coincident particle spectrum with the singles particle spectrum. 
This method is only applicable when the 7 detection probability is low. It is 
evident that when this probability approaches unity there is no longer any 
sensitivity left for the number of 7-rays following the reaction. As pointed 
out in the last annual report 2 ) the high total 7 absorption probability {p = 
10%) of the multi-detector device CACTUS demands a new technique for 
determination of 7-ray multiplicity. 

In order to maintain an approximately energy-independent efficiency 7-rays 
with energy deposition less than 130 keV are ignored. Hence, a certain frac
tion of the 7-rays contribute only by blocking I he detector and electronics. 
These 7-rays are essentially yrast-lransitions from spin Nft or 10/i states or 
lower, corresponding to imiliplicities up to .'). These ignored transitions are 
of some significance when detection efficiencies are concerned. 

Cross talk between the {liiferont detectors in CACTUS represents an other 
and more severe problem, even though the effect of cross talk can be elimi
nated to a large extent by means of the procedure shown in ref. 2 ). 

By means of the Nc[ = 1), :Vf(= 2) and A's- spectra, where the notation 
refers to one and only one, and two and only I wo 7-rays detected, a method 
for determination of the a.verage multiplicity {.!/) and the standard deviation 
was developed in ref. 2). We will refer to this as method 1. 
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Figure (j.10: The four multiplicity distributions used in UIP calculations. 

An alternative approach to this problem is to study the probability for de
tection of one or moro photons 

Pc(>D = (/' + <»/' + f /V+•• • + ' / " " ' / ' ) * / 
I « A / 

= >-<'/"> (6.18) 

One should notice that only the "unblocked" probabilities p and « for obser
vation and no observation of an individual v ray appear in this expression. 
Let jVr(> ]) denote the particle spectrum taken in coincidence with one or 
more 7-rays. Then. 

Itu = 
•V.s-- .Vr.-(> 1) 

-Vs 
- / „ • " 

( ' / • " > 

A very simple soluiio;. appears if we approximate {//' ) with r/ K 

(.»/) = 
In Ho 
I n » ' 

(C.19) 

(6.20) 

First, lot us evaluate the error introduced by means of a few realistic M-
distributions. The differences between (»''") and (/(•"' and between \n(qM) 
and In «'*'/ are given in table 0.1 for realistic values of// and At and for the 
different distribution functions shown in lig. 0.10. 

Table (i.l: [ ' - ' 'mates with different ^/-distributions 
(,/ = 1 - / , = ().!). .1/ < -I). 

1.) 



1 2 3 4 

(A/) •2.5 3.0 2.0 2.5 

( ,«> 0.771 0.733 0.X14 0.774 
,<*»> 0.76S 0.729 0.S10 0.768 
Dev. (%) 0.30 0.55 0.54 0.70 

- l n t ø M ) 0.200 0.311 0.200 0.250 
- ln ? <

w > 0.263 0.316 0.211 0.263 
Dev. (%) 1.2 1.6 2.4 2.7 

1 
The numerical examples exhibit only small differences between the compared 
quantities. 

The difference between In f/A'̂  find li.{ty*'} can be expressed formally. We 
have 

In /?o = l n ( ? M ) = {f,M)- 1 - | « 9 M > - D a + 5«ff*'> ~ U 3 + --- (6.21) 

Correspondingly 

( , / ' ) - 1 = (M) In,, + Vaf-(M') + l^f-(M3) + ••• (6.22) 

Hence we get the following expression for In Ro to the second order in In q: 

ln flo « (A/)ln</+ ^ ( l iw/ ) 'V . (6.23) 

This method, which we denote method 2, gives accurate determination of 
the average multiplicity as long as the width of the A/-distribution is not 
to big. Figure 6.11 shows a comparison between the average tnultiplicities 
deduced by method 1 and method 2, respectively. The latter gives somewhat 
lover multiplicities, a part of the difference is related to the width as given 
by eq. (6.23). A part is also most likely caused by an incomlete correction 
for cross talk in method 1. 

Figure 6.12 shows the variation in the width of the multiplicity distribution 
with energy. The most evident feature is the increase in the width when 
new reaction channels are opened. Near the threshold for the channel, the 
competition between the two channels produces double-humped multiplicity 
distributions. 
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6.3 High-Spin Properties of Nuclear States 

6 . 3 . 1 S t u d y o f t h e D e c a y o u t o f a S u p e r d e f o r m e d B a n d in 
n 3 E u 

A. Ata?, B. Herskind, J. Nyberg, M. PiipariiiPi), G.B. Hagemann, N. Gjørup, 
R. Lieder, G. Sletten, G. de Angelis, S. Forbes, F. Ingebretscn, H. Jensen, 
D. Jerrestam, H. Kusakari, G.M. Marti, S. Mullins, D. Santonocito, H Schnare. 
K. Strahle, M. Sugawara, P.O. Tjørn, A. Virtanen and R. Wadsworth 

The connection between the super-deformed (SD) and tlie normal-deformed 
(ND) states has not been observed yet owing its difficulty to a statistical, 
highly fragmented decay path out of the SD bands. This leaves both the 
spin and the excitation energy of the SD bands undetermined. In the present 
contribution we are presenting results of a new experimental approach where 
we take advantage of triple and higher fold coincidences to study the decay 
out of a SD band. 

It is well known from previous works 1) that the decay out of a SD band 
s tar ts from one or two of the lowest lying known states of the band. After 
a few consecutive transitions all the. decay routes end in a few ND yrast 
states. We assume that cascades of only two transitions de-excite the SD 
band through many different intermediate states and they sum up to well 
defined energies. In events of triple coincidence we sum the energies of two 
7-rays which are in coincidence with a transition in the SD band to produce 
a sum spectrum where we would like to identify discrete transitions related 
to the decay out of the SD band. 

In order to test this method, we carried out an experiment at the Niels Bohr 
Institute Tandem Accelerator Laboratory where we used the (160 MeV) 
3 7 C 1 + n o p d — , i 4 3 E u + 4 n r e a c t i o n . The NORDBALL detector array 
with 19 Compton-suppressed Ge detectors and 1 LEP detector together 
with the B a F 2 ball for multiplicity and sum energy selection were employed. 
About 10 9 triple and higher fold coincidence events were collected during 
the experiment, 10% of them being 4-fold Go-coincidences. 

Fig. 6.13 shows a spectrum which is double gated on the transitions of the 
SD band. The transitions between the known 2 ) low lying states in 1 4 3 E u 
which are populated by the SD band are indicated by an open diamond 
in the figure. The band members with energies 484, 547, 009, 672, 733, 
794, 854, 914, 973, 1032, 1091, 1150, 120S. 1206, 1325, 1385, 1444, 1503, 
1564,1623, 1686, 1744 keV are marked by ( v ) and known low-lying states 
in 1 4 3 E u are denoted by (O). The spectrum is shown with a background 
subtraction and it is corrected for the detector efficiencies. 

The intensity of the band is about 1% relative to the total population of 
" " E u . This SD band has previously been reported 3 ) and assigned to 1 4 2 E u . 
In order to clear up the assignment problem, we put one gate on the SD 
band and another gate on a lower lying transition in l 4 J K u and in 1 4 3 E u , 
respectively. The SD band can bo seen in the latter case, but not in the 
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Figure 6.13: Gamma-ray spectrum coincident with two SD band members. 
It is a sum of a few clean sates , see text. 

former one, leaving little doubt that the SI) baud belongs to 1 4 3 E u . The 
insert of fig. (iA'.i marks two transitions which are assigned to be the next 
higher transitions in the band. 

The sum spectrum that is the sum of 2 7-ray energies which are in coin
cidence with one of the SI) transitions is shown in fig. 0.14. In the energy 
region between 1.5 MeV to about :j MeV. all the prominent peaks are iden
tified as being the .suin of 2 transitions in the SI) band which has a very 
constant J1-1^. The transitions which cornier! t!.e SD band with the ND 
states are expected to be seen above .1 MeV. The peaks marked by arrows in 
the figure are the candidates which may be assigned to be the sum of linking 
transitions. The preliminary analysis indicate that the linking is fragmented 
through many routes, each being very weakly populated. 

Further da ta analysis is in progress. 
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Figure 6. I I : Sum spectrum, sum of 2 7-ray energies wliirh are in coincidence 
with one of tite SI) band iiicmliiTs. 

6.3.2 Enhanced E l Decay in " i ! 'Lu 

S. Ogaza. J. Kownacki, II..I. Jensen, (J.Fi. Hagemann, M.P. Carpenter, 
J . Gascon, Y. Iwata, T. Komatsuhara. J. Nyberg, (I. Sletten, P.O. Tjørn, 
W. Walus and I. Hainamoto. 

The level scheme of "'' JLu lias been established in an experiment performed 
with the NORDBALL. The reactiun used was ( I , J F.4n) at a beam energy 
of .SG MeV. The ground s tale in this nucleus is the [404]7/2 + configuration 
but the rotational band with o = -f 1/2 built on the luj/^4l]l/2~ config
uration becomes yrast above spin 11/2 and is most strongly populated. Of 
the other bands established we will discuss only those built on the [41 l ] l / 2 + 

configuration. Both of tin*. 1 K = l / 2 bands have rather pronounced signa
ture splitting. For the [54l] l /2~ configuration a few states only could be 
established in the unfavoured haml. Kor the [411] l /2 + configuration the 
unfavoured signature partner is strongly mixed with the [402]5/2 + configu
ration as revealed both in the energies and M 1 matrix elements. The energy 
separation between the two bands with favonr-d signature is ~ 500 keV over 
a barge spin range and decreases iu ~~ 100 keV at low spin. 

El decay branching with A / = / , - / / = 1 is observed in the spin range 
from 15/2 < /, < 13/2. For a few adjacent spin values upper limits can 
be given. From the experimental branching ratios the El strength can be 
extracteil relative to the in-baml F,2 strength. In the experiment a Pb-
backed target was used, and a DSAM analysis could be performed in the 
spin range ,'t:t/2 < / < 57/2 for the strongest populated band, [541]I/2~ 
with a = + 1 / 2 . The resulting values of Q, are rather constant with an av
erage value of ~* 7..'t eb. From selfconsistent calculations a small difference 
ill deformation is expected between the band heads lor the [ 4 1 1 ] l / 2 + and 
[541] 1/2" configurations. We have therefore -hosen a value of Q'j - SO (eb) 2 
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Figure 6.15: B(E1 )• values as a function of the difference in 1(1+1) between 
the final and initial states. 

for an estimate of the El 1 raii.sitiun si renglh between the bands from the ex
perimental ratios between the inler-band El intensities and the intra-band 
E2 rotational decay inteiiMties. Tlie.se 1)(E1) values have a vpry pronounced 
spin dependence. The value» vary from < 0.05 up to — 10~V 2 fm 2 . The 
larger values are 1-2 orders of magnitude above what can be obtained with 
a reasonable effective charge (about 0.2e). Similar observations exist in sur
rounding nuclei as e.g. " , 3 E r . (see below). The calculated 1) spin dependence 
in B(E1) values related to the two amplitudes bu and ii ± i which describe the 
coupling to the K=0 and K = l octupole vibrational modes, respectively, is 
found to be very different. The experimental El decay strength displayed 
in the figure ran be rather well reproduced with bo and b±\ = 0.0039fm~ 
and -0.01:(fm~ 2 . respectively, as shown by the dotted curve. Such data 
can therefore supply independent information on the relative importance of 
the two octupole vibrational modes. The present values of &o and &±i are 
substantially different from those found 1) in the analysis of the El decay in 
1 7 7 H f observed between the [.")ll]7/2~ and [(i2-4]!)/2+ configurations. 
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6 . 3 . 3 H i g h - K S t a t e s a n d E l - S t r e n g t h in " ; : ' E r 

A . Brockstedt . J . l .y t tkens- I . indén. M. Bergstr i 'mi. I.. C'arlen. I I . Ryde, 
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skind, J. Kownarki. C.X. Yang and P.O. Tjuiii 

The nucleus ""Er.js has b , studied by the l ,"Ni]("'0.. l>ii) reaction at 83 
MeV at the NBI Tandem Accelerator. 

Six high-K states were found in this nucleus. On four of them rotational 
bands are built, constituting two pairs of signature partners. They all decay, 
directly and indirectly, to the lowest states and the band head (at 443.8 keV) 
of the [505] 11 /2" band, the band head being an isomer with a lifetime of 
(5R0 ns). 

The new high-K band heads are believed to h a v ' '"-values of 19 /2" , 1 9 / 2 + 

and 15/2" . The configuratiun of the K = 10/2 states are proposed to 
be two quasi-protons coupled to une quasi-neutron stales, the two quasi-
protons being those forming the 7" state known in l 6 ' 1 Er coupled to either 
the [642] 5 / 2 + or the [523] 5 /2" quasi-neutron which are found as the two 
lowest bands of positive and negative parity respectively. The 15/2 s tate is 
suggested to be a gamma-vibration built on the [505] l , / 2~ quasi-neutron 
configuration. 

In the prompt data large U(E1) values are found for the transitions between 
[523]5/2",« = 1/2 ( - 1 / 2 ) and [( i42]5/2 + ,o = - 1 / 2 (1/2) . The extracted 
B(E1) values are shown in the ligui'e. They were obtained from the ra
tio of inter-band El to in-band E2 intensity ratios, assuming a constant 
quadrupole moment of 7 eb. The alignment of the i 1 ; i ^ neutrons takes 
place at I, ~ 25/2 in the [.V23].r>/2~ hand. In the [(J 12] 5/2+ band this align
ment (i.e. AFi) is blocked and the i v l ^ crossing therefore shifted (i.e. AD, 
BC) to higher frequency (spin). The large 11( El ) values are large both below 
and above the crossing and I - 2 orders of magnitude larger than expected 
by using reasonable effective charge (see above) and indicate coupling to 
octupole vibrational modes in ' " 'Er . 

6 . 3 . 4 A n g u l a r C o r r e l a t i o n s in N O R D B A L L , t h e R o t a t i o n a l 
S t r u c t u r e of " i ' ' Y b 

A. Nordlund, M. Bergstrom, A. Hrockstedt, II. Carlsson. P. Ekstrom, H. Ryde, 
A. Atac., G.B. Hagemann, B. Herskind, II.J. Jensen, .1. Jongman, S. Leoni, 
A. Maj , J. Nyberg and P.O. Tjørn 

The rotational structure of ""'Yb has been studied by analyzing the reaction 
16Q _|_ I52<jm ^l iMyi) + -In. The experiment was performed for two weeks 
at the NORDBALL-facility in march l!)!)l) with a beam energy of 83 MeV. 

The NORDItALL detector system was at that time equipped with 20 Ge 
7-spectrometers in anti-compton shields (B(IO) and a multiplicity filter con
sisting of five BaF2 crystals and live neutron detectors, from the da ta 700 
million double 7-events could be extracted belonging mainly to " ^ Y b . The 
analysis has been performed using two and three dimensional E-, matrices. 
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So far the analysis lias revealed live neiv rotational bands compared to earlier 
studies ' ) . 

A technique for analyzing angular correlations for the NORD. ALL has been 
developed 2) and tested on the '""Yb data. The Cle-detectors of NORDBALL 
are situated in four rings with 5 detectors in each. The total number of 
combinations using 20 detectors is 190, however, due to the high degree of 
symmetry in the NORDBALL configuration there arc only nine different 
angular combinations present. Soven of these correlations have been sorted 
into 7-7 matrices. As different correlations have different dependencies on 
spin and mixing ratio, it has been possible to derive unambiguous values of 
J" and 6 from the \ 2 obtained in the analysis of the correlation matrices. 
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6 .3 .5 H i g h - J I n t r u d e r S t a t e s in u l l T m 

H.J. Jensen, P.O. Tjørn, A. Atac,, M. Bergstrom, H. C'ailsson, J. Espino, 
G.B. Hagemann, B. Herskiud, F. Ingebretsen, J. Jongman, S. Leoni, A. Maj , 
A. Nordlund, J. Nyberg, M. Pijparincn, H. Ryde and A. Virtanen 

In the study of 1 6 3 T m we have used two different reactions induced by l 9 F 
and 3 7 C I ions with energies of S5 and 16(i MeV, respectively. Both exper
iments were performed at NUI Tandem Accelerator Laboratory using the 
tandem accelerator alone in the first experiment and the tandem accelerator 
with the two boosters added in the s f ;ond experiment. The emitted 7-rays 
were detected using the NORDBALL detector system, equipped with 20 
Compton suppressed Ge-spectrometers. A total of ~ 320 million and more 
than 2- 10 y two and higher fold coincidence events were collected in the first 
and the second experiment, respectively. Based on the two sets of data a 
level scheme is being established. 

The strongly shape driving Jr/i,,^ [.r)41]l/2~ configuration evhibits some 
anomalous, and so far unexplained, features concerning the crossing fre
quency, the aligned angular momentum and the interaction strength' at the 
alignment of the first pair of i 1 :,y 2 quasi-neulrons in several odd-Z rare-earth 
nuclei. A crossing between the bands built on the Wig/^ [541]l/2~ and 
jrfeii/a [523]7/2~ configurations could be established. Transitions between 
the two bands witli favoured signature have been observed in a spin range 
where states of the same 1 are close in energy. From an analysis 1 ' of the 
decay pattern in the crossing region it is possible, in addition to the inter
action strength, to extract new information on the shape difference between 
these two configurati. « which have very different driving force. 

The analysis of the interaction strength, shown in fig. b.Hi. although not 
quite model independent, impose a modest deformation difference between 
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f i g u r e l i . l b : In tern, t im, s i rong ih I ' , calculated from i l , . - exper imenta l 
branching rat ios p lot ted a.-, a funct ion o|' t in- rat io between t in- t rans i t i on 
i|ua<lritpnli- moments Q, fur tin- two bands, [lie- lef t -hand ( r i gh t -hand ) skin 
l igurc is for t ransi t ions from I = -J.">/'J ( I ^ :(. ')/-)• 

" ' " • ' ' i t / . - [">-':t|7/-J- an.l h.,/2 ;.->11]l/L'- co, , f igu,mio„ .sof l . | . -> < Q,\ [r,.\ l ] ) / y , ( [.«:(]) < 
1..I5. Th is difference Is s l ight ly higher than expected fn i i n .si-lfciiiisisti-nt 
i ' t | i i i l i l>ri i ini deformat ion calculat ions A -.t n.n» correlat ion found between 
deformat ion ami t in- IK- I I I MJII pa i r ing .st rengt h in this region impl ies the ne
cessity of a t -h larger increase in deformat ion to explain t ho olisi-rvod shi f t 
of ~ S() ki-V in the frequency. //_• . at which t in- i'ivt/, q i iasi-noutrons al ign 
in the li.,p [.VII] 1 /2 " (pia.s iproton conf igurat ion. Th is seems st i l l to prosent 
a problem which cannot In- solved w i th in the cranked shell model approach. 

Further analysis of the data is in progress, Kxt tact ion of d i rect ional cor
relat ions for a de te rmina t ion of t in i l t ipu lar i i i i -s and possibly m i x i n g rat ios 
lor a number of the most clean, mixed M l / K ' J i tansiti-ni.s bet ween s ignature 
partners in the various coupled bands an- a t tempted . A new type of t r i p le 
sor t ing of the data from tin- , 7 ( ' I induced reaction wi th an energy depen
dent dispersion to reduce the -essary disk space has 1 i per fo rmed. W i l l i 
this clean cube it is l ie- hope to establish l inks between the- presently known 
and the many new " h a n g i n g " bands. Kstaul ish ing the unfavoured s ignature 
par tner of the l,.t/, [ .111]l /2~ band would he extremely in terest ing. 

The on channel leading to t | Id .-.Id nucleus. ' " - ' T in . is selected in a 
different sum-energy mu l i i p l i i i tv gate .md tl ie analysis ,,f this dataset is 
progressing. 

Kefereni es: 
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Chapter 7 

Theoretical Nuclear Physics 

The aim of our work in nuclear theory is to understand the many features 
of nuclear structure revealed in nuclear reactions. Some efforts are devoted 
to the calculation of nuclear properties from first principles. This involves 
calculating the effective interaction using many-body perturbation methods. 
However, our nuclear structure work also employs pheiiomenological models 
such as the shell model and variotis collective models. In particular, much 
work has been devoted to the particle-rotor model and is closely associated 
with our experimental work. We are also interesed in the structure of highly 
excited states studied experimentally in the cyclotron laboratory. More 
recently, we have started an effort to explore various structure phenomenon 
by using effective interaction in large scale shell-model calculations. 

In the field of nuclear reactions our interest during the last few years have fo-
cussed on the understanding of light-ion induced particle transfer reactions, 
in particular (t,p) reactions, in terms of nuclear structure models. A recent 
interest is the study of heavy-ion reactions with proximity interactions. 

With the Bergen group we are studying the collective properties of nuclear 
mat ter as they appear in relativistic heavy-ion collisions, and we have ob
tained a joint project grant from the Norwegian Research Council for Science 
and Humanities ( NAVF). 

We do also study problems related to the foundations of quantum physics 
such as the non-separability of systems in a pure quantum state and the 
completeness of quantum mechanics. Further studies will be made of some 
of the main interpretations of the quantum theory and of alternative theo
ries. An analysis will be attempted on the basis of Bohr's complementarity 
concept and his understanding of the nature of measurements involving ac
tions of the order of the Planck constant. 

A critical study will be made of the validity of the argun ents known as 
"Schrodinger's cat" and "Wigner's friend". These arguments play a central 
role in analysing the characteristic features of a quantum measurement and 
with wide consequences for the interpretation of quantum mechanics. The 
"macro" effects seen in a superconducting system like the SQUID are studied 
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lo evaluate their possible relevance to the problem attached to Schrodinger's 
cat i.e. quantum superposition in a macroscopic system. 

7.1 The Nuclear Many-Body Problem and Nu
clear Structure 

7.1.1 Studies of the particle-particle effective interaction ap
propriate for nuclei in the mass-16 region. 

M. Hjorth-Jensen, E. Osnes, T. T. S. Kuo - , H. Muther f and K. W. Schmidt 
• Department of Physics, SUNY at Stony Brook, U. S. A. 
* Institut fiir Theoretische Physik, Universitåt Tubingen, Fed. Rep. Ger
many 

In two pape r s 1 , 2 ) , we have recently studied the particle-particle effective in
teraction appropriate for nuclei in the mass-10 region, employing standard 
perturbative many-body techniques. To calculate the reaction matrix G we 
have used recent potential models based on meson-exfhange, such as the 
Bonn poten t ia l 3 , 4 ) ( here we have used version A, defined in table A. l of ref. 

4 ) ) and the Paris potential model of Lacombe et al. 5 ) . 

The purpose of these investigations has been fourfold: 
(i) By including all non-folded linked-valence diagrams through third order 
in the interaction, we have studied the convergence of various approaches 
to the effective interaction, to see whether modern potential models could 
improve the convergence of the latter. 
(ii) To study the convergence of the effective interaction we have also stud
ied the role played by the choice of single-particle potential, using both a 
Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (BHF) basis and a harmonic oscillator (HO) basis, 
(iii) To study the effective interaction we have compared three methods, i.e. 
Rayleigh-Schrodinger (RS) perturbation theory through third-order, the 
summation of folded diagram by way of the Q-box approach of Kuo and 
co-workers (referred to.as the folded-diagram method (FD)) as described in 
ref. 6 ) and the method advocated by Lee and Suzuki 7 ) (LS). Since we have 
to approximate the diagrams evaluated in the above methods to a given 
order, it ought to be remarked that the wording cmivergence of the effec
tive interaction has different meanings when we apply it to RS perturbation 
theory or to the folded-diagram methods, such as the LS or FD methods. 
For RS perturbation theory we will mean the order-by-order convergence, 
whereas for either the FD or LS methods we intend the convergence of the 
told-by-fold expansiun. 

(iv) Finally, it is also of interest to see whether modern potential models 
offer a more consistent description of finite nuclei as compared to purely 
phenomenological interactions. To this end, we have compared our results 
obtained with the Bonn and Paris potentials to those derived from the Reid 
potential 8 ) . 
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We list here our main conclusions: 

• Compared with our results obtained with the Paris and the Reid po
tentials, see ref. ' ) , the modern versions of the Bonn meson-exchange 
potential yields sufficient attraction to generate a realistic interaction 
for valence hole or particle niiclpoiis. This increased attraction may 
be due to the fairly weak tensor components of this potential. This is 
in line with observations made in calculating the ground s ta te prop
erties of nuclear matter 4 ) , finite nuclei 9 ) and the triton ' " } . Recent 
investigations by Clajiis et al. " ) of the nucleon-nucleon tensor force 
in the three-nucleon system do also favor a potential with a weak ten
sor force. We find that also the excitation spectra calculated for this 
interaction, assuming a basis of harmonic oscillator states yields an 
improved agreement with the da ta as compared to results obtained 
with e.g. the Paris and Reid potentials . A nice agreement with the 
experimental da ta is obtained for the excitation energies but also for 
the total energies even for nuclei with more than two valence parti
cles 2 ) , when terms up to third order in the interaction are taken into 
account. 

• We find the convergence of the RS expansion through 'hird order in 
the interaction and the fold-by- fold convergence of both the FD and 
LS schemes to depend on the choice of single-particle basis, see ref. 2 ) . 
When the BHF choice is made, the convergence behavior of all three 
methods is very good, whereas for a 110 basis we find both the RS and 
the FD expansion to yield a slow convergence. A good convergence 
of the LS method is obtained, when we choose to approximate the 
single-particle potential by the sum of all one-body diagrams through 
third order. 

• Thus, in addition to the dependence on the single-particle basis of 
the LS and FD methods, we find the convergence behavior of both 
schemes also to depend on the explicit value of the auxiliary potential 
U when the HO choice is made. 

• To calculate the Q-box, which is the point of departure when eval
uating the FD or the LS effective interactions, we have included all 
non-folded one-body and two-body diagrams through third order. In 
previous works along the same line only diagrams through second or
der were included in the calculation of the (}-box. Studying individual 
diagrams of third order one expects a stronger energy dependence of 
the fj-box including terms of third order. This could deteriorate the 
expansion for the folded diagrams. Actually, we find the converse to 
be the case for many IT configurations. Several third-order contri
butions are large and repulsive and hence reduce the derivative of the 
total Q-box, leading to a faster convergence of the LS and FD effective 
interactions. 

• Our investigations of the Lee-Suzuki method 1 , s ) show that the fi
nal result is much similar to the result, obtained after one iterative 



step only. indicating tlint the folded diagrams obtained from the first 
derivative of the Q box are very important. The above success of the 
LS method as compared to the F I) method suggests that i hese contri
butions should be evaluated to all orders, as done in the LS method. 

• Though we find the HHF basis to yield a rather rapid convergence 
as compared with the (10 basis, the resulting BHF spectra are too 
compressed and do not properly reproduce the experimental spectra. 
This is obviously due to the too small radii obtained for the BHF 
single-particle statps. The problem of a simultaneous description of 
binding energy and charge radius for the ground-state of light nuclei 
like IGO still remains to be solved. 
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7.1.2 Effective interactions for valence-hole nuclei with mod
ern meson-exchange potential models. 

M. Hjorth-Jensen. E. Osnes and T. T. S. Kuo" 
* Department of Physics. Sl'.N'Y nt Stony Brook. I'. S. A. 

Within the framework of the folded -diagram theory, we have studied tht 
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effective interaction appropriate for liole hole nuclei in the mass regions of 
1 6 0 and 4UC'a ' ) , using the lioiiu and Paris potential models. To sum up 
the folded diagrams we have employed the renurmalization procedure of Lee 
and Suzuki, using a so-called <^-box in which were included all cne-body 
and two-body irreducible valence-linked diagrams through third order in 
perturbation theory. 

We report discrepancies for the mass dependence of the effective interaction 
for several JT configurations with respect to empirically deduced mass de
pendencies. The role of core polarization processes through third order were 
found to be one of th mechanisms behind these discrepancies. 

Compared to the results obtained with the Paris potential, more attraction is 
introduced by the Bonn potential for all matrix elements of concern, a result 
which agrees well with previous findings for the particle-particle interaction 
in the same mass regions. A qualitative agreement with experimental da ta 
is obtained. 
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7 . 1 . 3 O n t h e r o l e of t h i r d - a n d h i g h e r - o r d e r c o n t r i b u t i o n s 
t o t h e e f f e c t i v e i n t e r a c t i o n for p / - s h e l l n u c l e i . 

M. Hjoith-.lensen, T. Engeland, A. Holt and E. Osnes 

In this work we have studied the inclusion of th i rd- and higher-order con
tributions in perturbation theory to tlie effective interaction appropriate for 
the p/-shel l ' ) - We conclude that these contributions are important and 
ought to be carefully analyzed when approximating the effective interaction 
to a given order. 

To calculate the nuclear (7-matrix we have employed a recent version of the 
Bonn meson-exchange potential model (potential A) and the Paris potential. 
We find the Paris potential to yield too little at traction, a result which agrees 
with findings in the Mi-shell. The lionn A potential reproduces fairly well 
the data for most JT channels in the mass—12 system. For JT = 10 in 
the same mass system however, too much attraction is introduced and the 
agreement with the data is poor. 
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7.1.4 Isobar contributions to the imaginary part of the opt ical -
model potential for finite nuclei 

M. Hjorth-Jensen, H. Miither 1 , M. Borromeo' and A. Polls* 
* Institiit fiir Theorelische Physik, Universitat Tubingen, Fed. Rep. Ger
many 
* Departament d 'Estructura y Constituentos de la Materia, [Jniversitat de 
Barcelona, Spain 

A recently developed non-relativistic method for calculating the nucleon 
optical-model potential l - 3 ) lias been employed to evaluate the contribu
tions from isobaric degrees of freedom to the itnnginary part of the nucleon 
optical-model potential 4 ) . To evaluate the imaginary part of the opt ical-
model potential, we include the contributions from terms to second order in 
the Brueckner 6 '-matrix with and without the inclusion of isobars A. Re
sults for 1 6 0 are presented in this work. The contributions to the imaginary 
part are given by the two-particle one- hole {2/)Jh) and three-part ic le- two-
hole (3p2h) diagrams. The latter contributes at negative energies only and 
the contribution from isobar intermediate states is rather small. The 2p lh 
diagram receives significant contributions from isobars at energies near the 
resonance and above the threshold for the excitation of AA states. In par
ticular the importance of AA configurations is rather sensitive to the treat
ment of short-range correlations. The parametrization of the self-energy in 
terms of local potentials is discussed. The depletion of tiie occupation of the 
single-particle orbits due to nucleon-uiirleon correlations and A excitations 
is evaluated. 
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7 .1 .5 F o l d e d d i a g r a m s a n d t h e q u e n c h i n g of s p i n m a t r i x e l 
e m e n t s 

M. Hjorth-Jensen, E. Osnes and T. T. S. Kuo" 
* Department of Physics. Sl 'NY at Stony Broo!:. USA 

This investigation concentrates on a traditional topic of low energy nuclear 
physics; the quenching of ! he spin matrix elements for Ciamow -Teller ii~ 
decay. From the available body uf dala . e.j;. the (/>.//) charge-exchange 
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reaction which at forward scattering angles and proton energy of the order 
of 200 MeV preferentially excites the Gamow-Teller resonance, it is seen 
that the strength of excitation of the resonance is less than expected from 
sum rules based on nuclear structure models. The resonance is then said to 
be quenched. 

Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain this quenching ' ) , for ex
ample meson-exchange corrections and isobar contributions just to mention 
some of them. 

We believe however that there might be other not yet explored mechanisms 
which could account for the quenching of spin matrix elements. Actually, 
it was shown by Krenciglowa rl ill. *) that the inclusion of so-called folded 
diagrams 3) in a traditional nuclear structure calculation of the effective 
charge for .W-shell nuclei reduced the nun folded value by 5 — 15%. A major 
function of the folded diagrams is to account for the fact that the valence 
particle (hole) is not in the single particle (hole) orbit i all the time. This 
correction is actually quite important: its elfect is mainly to renormalize the 
non-folded term by a wound integral factor K, being the probability that 
the valence particle (hole) is absent from orbit /. 

In this investigation we perform a folded-diagram calculation of the effective 
Gamow-Teller /i-decay operator for nuclei with mass l.r>, 17, 39 and 41 . 
To calculate the effective operator we include all relevant diagrams through 
second order in perturbation theory ami apply a recent method by Stout and 
Kuo 4 ) to stun up the folded diagrams. To calculate the nuclear reaction 
matrix (7 we employ recent versions of the Bonn potential ^). 

The results of on r investigations are in preparation. 
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7 . 1 . 6 T e n s o r D e c o m p o s i t i o n of t h e E f f e c t i v e I n t e r a c t i o n 

A. Holt, M. Hjorth-Jensen, E. Osnes and 1). Strottman* 
* Los Alamos National Laboratttry. Los Alamos. VSA 
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In order to obtain a better understanding of the various effective interactions 
calculated from the meson-theoretical Paris and Bonn-Julich potentials, we 
have performed spin-tensor decompositions of the interactions. The results 
are compared with the corresponding interactions based on the phenomeno-
logical Hamada-Johnsloii potential. One paper is being published 1) and 
another paper is in preparation. 
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7.2 Nuclear Reactions 

7.2.1 Momentum-Dependent Mean Field Effects on the 
Nuclear Equation of State and on Phase Transition Sig
nals 

L.P. Csernai*, G. F a i " , C. Gale"* and E. Osnes 
* University of Bergen 
** Kent State University, Ohio, USA 
" * MrGill University, Montreal, Canada 

Momentum-dependent mean fields play an importn.i'1 and increasing 
role in the description nf nuclear collisions 1 , 2-*). The momentum-
dependence of the mean field, resulting from the fact that the nucleon-
nucteon interaction :.. itself momentum-dependent 4 , 5 ) has important 
implications on the static and dynamic properties of nuclear mat
ter, e. g. the nuclear incimipressibility.''''). Most investigations of 
the momentum-dependence have focused to date on the intermedi
ate energy range (/•.'/„„,„ « .1 — 2(7(1'). hut the consequences of the 
momentum-dependence have not been fully explored. For example, 
the momentum distribution of the nurleons at finite temperature will 
be more complicated than a Maxwell-Holtzmanii distribution (in the 
classical limit) in the presence of a momentum-dependent mean-field. 

Here we wish to study the momentum-distribution in a momentum-
dependent mean-field, and to examine the consequences of the de
viation from a naively expected Maxwollian at medium as well as 
relativistic beam energies with particular attention to signals of the 
quark-gluon plasma transilion. 
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7.3 The Foundation of Quantum Physics 

7.3 .1 T h e N o n - S e p a r a b i l i t y i n Q u a n t u m P h y s i c s 

H. Andås and K. Gjotterud 

Questions concerning the completeness of quantum theory, as first 
raised by the famous EPR. paper 1 ) and discussed by N. Bohr 2 ) , have 
gained renewed interest due to the results of the polarization correla
tion experiments published by Aspect et a].' J) and the delayed choice 
experiment published by Ilellmuth et al. ' 1). The Aspect experiment 
demonstrates the non-separability, even for systems with a space ex
tension of about 10 meters, as described by quantum theory. It violates 
the Bell 5) inequality and falsifies thereby local extravariable theories 
for quantum phenomena. The Ilellmuth experiment demonstrates the 
impossibility, even with a delayed choice of the appropriate boundary 
conditions, to appoint a definite orbit to an electromagnetic quantum 
in an interferometer. So far all a t tempts at constructing an experiment 
giving a more detailed information about a system than allowed by 
quantum mechanics seems futile. In this respect tiie practical realiza
tions of the Einstein-Bohr-Wheeler "gedankon" experiments supports 
the completeness of quantum theory 1 '). 

[t is evident that the non-separability is a main feature of quantum 
pheno- mena ' ) . A closer inspection is therefore made of the underlying 
assumptions on which Bell's inequalities are based. 

We have studied quantum systems composed of two sp in - j particles 
and found that under given boundary conditions they obey Bell's in
equalities and their generalisations without satisfying neither the EPR 
reality criteria nor the strong locality of objective local theories 8). 
Moreover, an extensive analysis nf these concepts provides arguments 
sustaining a claim that the stale-preparation procedures are relevant 
in this context"). It is therefore argued that Hell-type inequalities 
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have a limited power in deciding whether or not a system requires a 
quanta! description. This seems to us as yet another example of how 
the quantum character uf nature transcends the scope of a classical 
description based upon a priori claims on reality and completeness. 
However, we find arguments indicating that the present experimental 
evidence is not sufficient to completely rule out the possibility of such 
a descript ion 1 0 ) . 
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7 .3 .2 S Q U I D ' S a n d S h r o d i n g e r ' s C a t P a r a d o x 

<••). Lund Hi) ami K. (Jjiilterud 

It seems like superconductors, and in particular the Superconduct
ing QUantuin Interference Device (SQUID), have a capability to show 
quantum behaviour on a macroscopic scale. The macroscopic flux 
quantization in a superconducting ring is probably the most well-
known of these phenomena. We are interested in whether or not 
SQUID's can show superpositions of such macroscopic different fluxs-
tates and/or tunnel between different lluxstates through the weak link 
inserted in the ring. 

Thought experiments introduced by A. .J. Leggett' ) try to show such 
superpositions by :i determination of the probability distribution of 
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flux as a function of time for a system initially prepared in a defi
nite fiuxstate. Experiments done by T . I). Clark and coworkers at the 
University of Sussex') are declared to show the same by an indirect 
measurement of the energy levels of the SQUID as a function of the 
externally applied flux. We will analyze very carefully what these ex
periments explicitely can and cannot tell about macroscopic quantum 
behaviour, and whether or not they have any relevance concerning 
Shrodinger's Cat pa radox 3 , 4 ) . 

Our starting point has been to approximate a solution to the quantum 
mechanical eigenvalue problem of the SQUID and to find the tunneling 
frequency and energylevels as a function of the externally applied flux. 
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7 . 3 . 3 I n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Q u a n t u m M e c h a n i c s 

T. Bergene and K. (.'jøtlerud 

In an article, inspired by the the EPR-paper ' ) and entitled "Die 
gegenwartige Situation in der Quantenmechanik" ' ) , E. Schrodinger 
discusses the famous "cat-paradox". We have in a critical way exam
ined the use of the "cat-paradox" and "Wigner's friend" , ! ) as argu
ments concerning measurement and observation. It seems to us that 
the "cat-paradox" has introduced confusion into the epistemological 
discussion of Quantum Physics by :iol making a sufficiently sharp dis
tinction between what we do consciously know about a system and 
what we can possibly learn, given the boundary conditions defining 
the very system. We defend the thesis that only the latter has rele
vance in the quantum context. 

As an example we have investigated the use of the argument in the 
discussion of macroscopical quantum effects in SQUIDs (Supercon
ducting Quantum Interference Devices). Like every superconducting 
device the SQUID is in a coherent state, and therfore a pure quanta! 
description must be applied (which is riot possible for the cat). 

Our conclusion is that it seems very difficult to sec the SQUID-experiments 
in the context of the "cat-paradox". 
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Chapter 8 

Other Fields of Research 

8.1 Radiation Physics 

8.1.1 Natural Radiation Environment 

T. Strand", F. Ingebretsen, N.H. Bøhmer, M.B. Mærli and A. Storruste 
"Nat/ona/ Institute of Rmliatioa Hygiene 

Radon exposure in domestic air is the most important source of expo
sure to ionizing radiation in Norway. For an average Norwegian, more 
than 2 /3 (or about 3 mSv) of the total effective dose from all sources 
of ionizing radiation (both natural and artificial sources) is from ex
posure to radon and its progeny in indoor ail -. Based on a nation wide 
large-scale survey undertaken by the National Institute of Radiation 
Hygiene 1 ' 2 ) , it has been estimated that between 80 000 and 100 000 
houses have radon concentrations above the recommended action limit 
(200 Bq /n i 3 ) given by the Health Authorities. 

A research program, with the main emphasis of studying different 
measurement methods, influence of different physical parameters on 
the dosimetry of radon and its progeny, and the effect of remedial 
actions, was initiated in 1000. This is a joint project between the Nu
clear Physics Group and the National Institute of Radiation Hygiene. 
Two graduate students were attached to this project, and they both 
graduated (c.and.scient degree) in 1991 3 , 4 ' ) . 

The results of our studies shows that variations in meteorological fac
tors and ventilation conditions will have a strong influence on the 
radon concentration. An extensive measurement program were under
taken in four typical single family houses with elevated levels of radon 
(between 1500 and 4000 Hq/ in 3 ) . Figure S.l shows the variation in 
indoor radon concentration and outdoor temperature over a few days 
period in one of the houses. The variations in radon concentration were 
found to be closely related to variations in temperature. The radon 
concentration were found to be less dependent on the other meteoro
logical parameters included in our study (wind speed, wind direction, 
precipitation, barometric pressure, humidity). 
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Figure S.l: Variation in radon concentration and outdoor temperature in 
one of the houses in our stud v. 

One of the follow-up studies will be to correlate the results from the 
nation wide survey (7.">0U dwellings) with meteorological da ta from 
different parts of the country, for the same time period. The results 
of these analysis will he published in HH)2. 

The dose reductions and the elfect of permanent remedial actions in 
rooms with high concentrations ha'- • been studied in some university 
building built on alum shale ground, involving offices and dwellings. 
Of the different solutions .studied, the method* based on sub-slab ven-
tilation/depressurizatioii were found to have the best reduction effect 
en the radon levol in indoor air. 
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Figure *.2: I.ASC output with J " . - \ l in the hotiab. air. 

8 . 1 . 2 C a l i b r a t i o n of I o n i z a t i o n C h a m b e r for 2 I , A t 

A. Storrtiste and S. Strom 

The instrument LAST. (Linear Amplifier fur Small Currents, devel
oped by one of Us (S. Strom), and coupled to high pressure ionization 
chambers), was originally designed for continuous measurements of 
environmental •)-radiation and early warning of radioactive fallout 1). 
Statens Stralskyddsinstit m. Stockholm, is now installing LASC in all 
its ")() stations for this purpose throughout Sweden. 

In Norway a small number of 1,AS<\ coupled to ionization chambers 
fitted with a filter al one end. arc used for continuous measurement of 
the environmental radon concent ration. This year a few prototypes of 
this equipment has been made. One of them, with an open grid instead 
of a filter, is in use for continuous registration of n i At in the laboratory 
air. When doing chemistry with ' " A t . small amounts of this element 
may escape into the laboratory air. The [,ASC output during the days 
when chemistry with - n A ' was done is shown in li». N.2. 

With tiiis equipment ilie jadom-uiicentratioii ('(radon) in the labora
tory air (when no ' " 'At is p:-»seut) is obtained by the formula 

C( radon) = M)i}(()rrrrr - Buck<j.)\U\ln? . («.1) 

Here. Barky. U the Ol'Tl'f'T due to environmental -/-radiation. 
On theoretical and some experimental grounds the formula for calcu
lating the concentration ('{a*hifitn J o f ' " A t is 

('[,; r.tim) = WMWOrrrt'T - Barky. )»q /m : I . (S.2) 

Here. Barky, is the combined Ot i I'll' from --radiation and radon, 
because some radon is always present, tu our case the concentration of 
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radon was less (hiring daytime owing to increased ventilation. In the 
same way as used for ' " A t the equipment has been used to observe 
isotopes of iodine when escaping into the laboratory air. 
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8.2 E n e r g y 

8.2.1 Solar Heat Systems 

J. Rekstad, F. Ingebretsen, M. Mæhlen", 0 . G r o r u d " .uid A. Amundsen*"* 

'Oslo ItigemørUogskoli' 
"SOLNOR A/S 
""Stiftelsen Østfold forskninn 

The study of solar heat systems started in 1975. The project has 
included the construction and evaluation of 15 full scale experimental 
buildings. Our idea was a very simple one: if it is possible to implement 
solar energy in Norwegian buildings at a competitive price, this system 
would immediately be able to compete favourably in most other places. 

The approach chosen differs somewhat from the main stream of re
search and development in this field. In stead of focusing on efficiency, 
we have searched for a minimum cost/benefit ratio for a complete, sys
tem installed. This has resulted in solar systems that provide heat to 
Norwegian buildings at a price that competes favourably with conven
tional electric heating. 

In 1991 the private company SOI.NOR A/S was founded, based on 
the solutions and the technology developed in the project. For the 
main new concept, the energy roof, an international patent has been 
claimed. A new solution fur a water based heat storage is also the 
subject of a patent claim. 

The main stockholder in .SOLNOR. A/S is Norsk Hydro. A production 
facility has been established at Holmestrand (about 100 km from Oslo), 
and at present the company has four employees. 

We summarize the results of the project by a description of the SOL
NOR solar heat system. 

S y s t e m p r i n c i p l e s 
The system may lie characterized by some key-words: 

• integration 

• low temperature 
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Figure S.-'J: Principle (jf solar heating .system. 

• atmospheric pressure 

The major new component is the energy roof which serves as the en
ergy source. The energy, delivered in the funn of heated water, is 
transported to a heat storage and from there to the system of utiliza
tion. 

The principle is illustrated in fig. S.:j. Watei is lifted by a pump from 
the heat storage to the top id' the energy roof, and Nov..-. down the roof 
due to gravitational forces. This function provides a very easy control 
and maximum security. 

The heat storage is either a waLer tank, a concrete block or a combi
nation of both. Jt should in most ca.ses be well insulated in order to 
permit an acceptable dynamic range. The operational temperature is 
determined by the system of utilization. This temperature should be 
kept as low as possible since the elhciency of the energy roof is strongly 
temperature dependent. Many applications, e.g. heating of swimming 
pools, snow melting system*, heating ol water for various applications, 
lit excellent to the characteristics of the energy system. Other applica
tions, e.g. room heating will prolit on larger heat exchange areas than 
usually applied in water based central heating systems. Floor-heating 
is normally an ideal .solution in combination with solar energy. 

Figs. S.l and -S.."j show solar .sy.slems for water heating and combined 
room- and water heating, re.-.pectively. 

The energy roof 
Lay-out ai d function 
SOLNOK energy roof i* IM.III ,t complete roof and a solar collector. 
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Figure S..I: SOI..\'()l{ »v;ifer healing system. 
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Figure S.5: SOI.NOK combined room- and water heating. 
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Figure X.lj: SOI.XOIi energy cuiiihiiieil ruofand sular collector (energy rnof). 
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Figure X.7: The SOLXOK energy roof eHirieury. 

Fig. S.fi shows the main components of the roof. It is a sandwich con
struction with surface plate of polycarbonate or glass, two aluminum 
plates coupled together, insulation and wind protection below. The 
roof is prefabricated as modules with the desired height, and with a 
male-female coupling system sideways. 

The water flows in channels between the two aluminum plates. The 
channels appear since the upper plate is plane, while the lower plate 
is profiled. An aluminum tube is mounted at the to]) of the roof and 
supply water to each of the numerous channels. A tube in the lower 
end, also in aluminum, collects the water. 

The roof must fulfill the normal requirements with regard to protection 
and mechanical strength. The three sheets in the sandwich; the front 
plate and the two aluiuii i plates, provide an efficient protection 
from the exposure of the weather. 

The plates are mounted together in a compact form so that mechanical 
stress is transferred through and distributed over the energy roof. The 
profiled aluminum plate is a commonly used roof plat, and fulfill alone 
the wind- anil suowweight-rcquiremenls. 

Efficiency 
The energy efficiency has been measured in the Solar Simulator Lab
oratory at SINTFF in Norway and is shown in fig. S.7. The efficiency 
is the ratio between energy absorbed by the circulating water per time 
unit and I he power of the solar radial ion hitting the front plate. The 
elliciency is plotted as a function of temperature difTecnre between 
the circulating waler and the ouldoor air, divided by the radiation 
intensity per area unit of the roof. 

Fig. X.7 reveals thui I he SOI.XOIi energy roof, in spite of its simplic
ity anil low price, in equally energy elfective as many specialized and 
sophisticated solar collector-, available on ih<- marked. 

C o n s t r u c t i o n iK .ails 
Fig. s.s show» a et..-,-, M'ciiou of 11. igy roof. The separation 
between the I'rolil plate .mil I he absorber provides a to ta l insulat ion 
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Figure S.S: Cross section of the energy roof. 

coefficient of approx. -1.7 \V/deg. m J fur • \ e front side. Aluminum 
profiles keep the plates apart . 

The energy roof is annulled directly on a hearing construction of hor
izontal bpanis. The front plates are coupled together by means of 
aluminum profile* equipped with rubber gaskets. Water will under 
extreme conditions penetrate between the profile and the plate. This 
water is collected in the aiiiiiiiuuinprofile umlerneaui and transported 
out of the roof. Fach screw hole i.s protected by a silicon gasket. 

The mounting work is easy and time saving compared to ordinary roof 
constructions in Norway. A patent claim covers essential parts of the 
energy roof design. 

A e s t h e t i c s 
The energy roof look* different than ordinary roof constructions. Hence, 
it is a challenge tu achieve acceptance for the new look. The roof may 
be compared with glazed .surfaces, which arr» utilized in constructions 
to a large extent. 

One problem is the reflection from the front plate of the energy roof, as 
it is for most glazed surface*. Normally the angle of the roof prohibits 
the minor picture of the *ttu to hit the ground and .surroundings. 

The black absorber plate underneath the glazed surface plate gives the 
roof a dark expression. 

The energy roof gives a signal about al t i tude, the habitants reveal a 
concern for the energy ful ure. the environment and the demand for a 
life in balance with nature. YYe believe this fact may result in a sort 
of social acceptance ami even status for the energy roof. 

T h e c o m p l e t e s y s t e m 
SOL NOK offers complete energy systems wilh solar as an integrated 
part. Since tin* water system i* semi-open. I he amount of oxygen in the 
water is higher than the tolerated level in iron-baser 1 systems. Further
more, copper or brass coniponeiii* are not acceptable in combination 
wilh aluminum. 

In collaboration wild the leading waler-henter producer in Norway 
SOI.NOK hn.s designed .1 new type .if solar/elect ric water healer. This 
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Figure .s.(i: i he combined solar and electric modular water heater. 

heater is built In aluminum, which is important in order to avoid gal
vanic corrosion. The water heater has been given a shape which makes 
it easy to place with a minimum of Hour space, and to couple two or 
more together in a compact form. The lay out and coupling opportu
nities are shown in fig. X.9. A patent claim covers essential parts of 
the water heater. 

The water system is constructed by me;,;;.: of aluminum and advanced 
plastic materials (polycarbonate and polyethylene) only. The total 
design has been tested for a number of years under realistic conditions. 
The expected heating system lifetime is at least the same as the lifetime 
of presently used conventional systems. 

The SOLNOK system may be coupled together with conventional wa
ter systems by use of heat exchangers. 

C o s t efficiency 
Without limitations in energy demand the SOLNOK energy roof has 
a delivery capacity of approximately -lr>0 kVVh/ycar/m 2 under Nor
wegian climate conditions. In properly designed systems the output 
should be significantly lower, typical 200 - 2."iU kWh/m^/year . Due 
to the low costs of the energy roof, the optimal point corresponds 
to rather large roof areas compared to conventional solar collectors. 
Tlie current pric. <>[ the energy roof elements, delivered in Norway, is 
approximately 100 N O K / m J "<• less than 70 l . 'SD/m 2 . This exceeds 
somewhat the costs of the most commonly used roof materials. The 
difference is compensated by savings in the const ruction process so 
that the final costs are close to the average in tl.e Norwegian roof 
marked. 

Hence, it is fair to say that the energy roof supplies with heated water, 
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free of charge. The extra expenditures which define the price of the 
solar energy, originate from the water transport to and from the roof, 
iieat storage, pump, control device etc. The price of the solar/electric 
water heater of GOO liters is approximately 7000 NOK, or around 3000 
NOK more than a conventional electric water heater. 

In the most actual applications these expenditures correspond to a 
current solar energy price from 0.20 to 0.45 NOK/kVVh or 0.03 to 0.07 
USD/kWh under Norwegian conditions, calculated on the basis of 15 
years pay-back time of the investments and 7% interest rate. 

Solar Energy in central Europe 
The SOLNOR system described above is designed for use in Scan
dinavia. It is evident that lliis technology is much more favourable 
in central Europe due to higher integrated flux and higher prices on 
the substituted energy- The annual radiation adds up to on the av
erage about 40 % mure than in those areas in Norway we have been 
comparing to. However, differences in needs and building traditions 
demand an adoption before the system should be introduced in distant 
markets. 

A few key numbers might be of interest. An estimated lifetime of 25 
years for the energy roof implies that the amount of useful energy de
livered by the roof is approximately 30 times more than the energy 
used in the production. Norway is one of the main exporters of alu
minum in Europe, and this aluminum is produced from hydroelectric 
power. From an environmental point of view this represents an ideal 
scenario. If the alternative lu solar heal is coal as it is many places 
in central Europe, one m2 of energy roof will during its lifetime repre
sent a reduction in emitted carbondioxid of approximately 4000 kg. In 
addition, considerable amounts of other harmful chemical compounds 
such as SO-2, ( -0 and NO;- are also avoided. 

The collaboration SOLNOK has obtained with Norsk Hydro provides 
the necessary strength for a successful introduction in central Europe. 

Financial support from the NTNF solar energy program for these 
projects is highly appreciated. 

8 .2 .2 S i m u l a t e d So lar H e a t f r o m t h e S O L N O R S y s t e m 

F. Ingebretsen 

An interactive simulation program for the SOLNOIt integrated sys
tem has been developed. The purpose is to calculate the solar heat 
contribution to the water- and space heat demand as a function of a 
irradiation model and I lie .system parameters. 

Tin 1 main component of the SOLNOIi integrated system is a low-
cost solar panel thai al.Mi cmistil utes the complete roof of the actual 
building. With additional tulling, pumps and a hot water reservoir, 
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Figure X.10: Sw text for explanation. 

the hot water is preheated. Furthermore, floors or walls can also be 
heated. The floors and / or walls also serves as heat reservoirs. The 
system is described in the ahove section. 

An important aim of the system design and development has been to 
provide additional solar heat at price that competes favourably with 
conventional heat systems (elec. .ieity). The total heat capacity of the 
reservoirs must therefore be matched according to the actual insolation 
periods. In Norway this price/ performance optimum is achieved for 
typically heat storage for a few days. Consequently, a semi-realistic 
simulation model for such a system can not use long term average 
values for the solar radiation, a philosophy that is most commonly 
used in such calculations. The day to day variation must be taken 
into account. 

The integrated daily radiation distribution is not sufficient, due to 
the strong autocorrelation in observed data. The radiation history is 
therefore divided into "good" and "had" periods, and the length of 
the periods are sampled from observed distributions 1 ). Observed inte
grated duration probability from the Oslo region is shown in fig. 8.10. 
Three distributions are used: one for "good" insolation (above 50% 
of maximum), and two for "bad" (cloudy). This takes care of the 
observed fart that the cloudy periods are significantly longer after 
"good" periods of more than one day. (In the distributions Sg. S.10, 
the "good" distribution accidentally coincide almost identically with 
one of the cloudy distributions). 

The different atmospheric transmittauce components are described in 
an empirical formula to give the solar irradiation intensity / ' at ground 
level 2) 

/ ' = ,V-(J7v(-<-, ( r , + o ra .« ( /> ) ) ) -« ' " \ (H.3) 

where the term 
i t - 1X1 

,;,.-[,;] = ci..M2ff — — ) (X.4 
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Figure S . l l : Observed and s imulated sular i r rad ia t ion mi a 70° t i l t ed panel 

fa r ing south in l.orenskog near Oslo. 

corrects for »u average seasonal var ia t ion. .S' is I lie solar constant (ad

justed for a s l ight dai ly var ia t ion ). « is t lie t ime dependent atmosphere 

thickness, and c, for i = 1.2. a are empi r ica l parameters, adjusted to 

describe observed moments of I In- insolat ion d i s t r i bu t i on . 

The parameter r, is the most impor tan t one. and is chosen to describe 

the "Rood ' ' or " b a d " condi t ions. It is fu r ther parameter ized by 

r, - i • /)„ + / ) , - \i; • f (dun) • (S-- r >) 

where /( i / i i . i / ) takes care of a seasonal overal l var ia t ion . 

The parameter < is chosen by the user between 0.1 and 0.!) t o match 

the to ta l annual inso la t ion, l-'nrl heruiore. i is weighted by a random 

selected parameter in intervals corresponding to "Rood" and " b a d " 

condi t ions. A l l parameters in the model can easily be changed, w i t h 

the torn of l i t t i l iR the insulat ion dura t ion d i s t r i bu t i on avai lable. 

Measured and s imulated solar i r rad ia t ion on a l n r panel , t i l ted 70°, 

facing sou th , f o r a period 1'i.mi March to October, is shown in HR. S . I 1 . 

The solar rad ia t ion . »'••>< the proper s tandard loca t ion- , t ime- and 

temperature d. pendent \.,' u correct ions, is then used to calcu

late th I heat cont r ibu te . . . lor user selected hot water and spare 



iieat demand profiles in 'in- artna) building. The results are in good 
agreement with measured values. 

The program is written in PASCAL, and a one-year calculation in 
time steps of one hour on a 25 MHz PC with arithmetic coprocessor 
takes about 15 seconds. The program has therefore also proven to 
be an efficient tool to study the effect of various design and weather 
parameters. 

References: 

(a) J. Rekstad, S. Bjerke aud M. Madden: "Energy - new technology 
- new building design". Talk at N'SF - seminar, March 16-18 
19*1. 

(b) J. Lovseth: "Solar Radiation in Norway". Talk at SEAS -
seminar March 4 1982, and references cited therein. 

8 . 2 . 3 So lar H y d r o g e n , H y d r o g e n P r o d u c e d f r o m R e 
n e w a b l e R e s o u r c e s 

B. Bjerke, T. Bergene. E. Holden, F. Ingebretsen. .1. Rekstad and 
D. Sultanovic 

Today's world energy economy is based primarily on fossil fuel energy 
carriers. Close to !)0% of the world's energy consumption is supplied 
by petroleum, natural gas and coal. Fossil fuel energy carriers have 
excellent properties like high energy densities, can ea-ily be stored and 
transported over great distances. Kven if fossil fuel energy reserves 
were to last for a long time, using them causes problems due to their 
environmental impact. 

Energy supply for the future with considerable less damage the en
vironment, can in the long term only be based on renewable energy 
sources. Today renewable energy sources like solar irradiance, hy-
dropower and wind energy can only be used directly as heat or elec
tricity due their intermittent nature. However, provided a convenient 
technology, huge amounts of solar irradiance can be stored as chem
ical energy in hydrogen that can be produced from water. It can be 
transported and stored like a fossil fuel. Hydrogen can be used to pro
duce heat or electricity or it can be used as a fuel in transportation. 
The only residue after combustion is water. A solar hydrogen energy 
economy makes chased, none-polluting cycles possible. 

Today's use of hydrogen in large scale is mainly limited as a raw mate
rial for the chemical and petrochemical industry. Hydrogen is not used 
as an energy carrier, except for fuel for rockets (in this application it 
is not replaceable by any other fuel). 

There are many possible methods for hydrogen production - both from 
fossil fuels and from renewable sources. In our group we are oriented 
towards the use of renewable energy. The goal of uur project is to 
evaluate different methods to produce hydrogen from solar irradiance. 

'S 



Photovoltaic panel 
Water electrolyzer 

Power condition 

Figure X.12: Components in the experimental solar-hydrogen setup. 

8 .2 .4 P V - D r 1 ' ! > -
II. ttjerke, J. Kekstad and D.Sultanovic 

We have followed a two-slep conversion process - first photovoltaic 
solarcells converts solar energy to electrical energy and then a water-
e.Ieetrolyzer produce hydrogen. A small experiim ntal system is built 
by our group and is shown in figure S. 12. It consists of a commercial 
fixed photovoltaic solarpaiiel, an electrolyzer with three cells and a 
power conditioning unit. 

The solarpanel is a standard 00 W polyerystalliue Si-module and it 
is connected directly to Hie electrolyzer. There are different options 
for the power condition unit, but they will be evaluated later. The 
eleetrolyzer is a zero-gap alkaline water-electrolyzer designed and con
structed by our group. Figure s.l.'J shows the different parts in the 
electrolyzer setup. 

The experimental setup has heen tested in solar powered operation 
with promising results. The eleclrolyzer shows an efficiency around 
70% (based upon hydrogen higher heating value) at a current density of 
0.1 A / c m 2 . There are pos.sibilil ies to improve the efficiency further by 
raising the working temperature and using advanced electrocatalytic 
materials. The total efficiency of the syMem is determined by the ratio 
between heating val ne of produced hydrogen and radiation energy on 
the active solarcell surface. Figure .S.ll shows a daily cycle of some 
system parameters. The mean efficiency of the total system this day 
is close to 7% and the solargenerator has an efficiency close to 10%. 

The system efficiency can be improved by (a) reducing and stabilizing 
the temperature of the photovoltaic module and (lj) increasing the op
erating temperature of the elei trolyzer. By reducing and stabilizing 
the operating tempera! HIT of the solar cells, it is possible to match the 
load of tin* panel very clo.se hi maximum powe oiut. With stabilized 
temperature the power condition ciicuil ran i,. very simple - if fact a 
wire (direct coupling) will be the best option. Active heating (taken 
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Figure S.l;J: Detailed view of electrolyzer cells, gas separators, feed water 
system and mass flow moter. 

from solar irradiation) of the electrolyzer unit will also reduce its de
mand for electrical energy during splitting water. Calculations has 
shown that by proper thermal optimization, considerably improved 
hvdrogen production efficiency can be obtained, [f low temperature 
iieat can be utilized as well, the uvern 11 system elficiency will also be 
Hiii':h improved. 

8.2.5 Photolysis- Hydrogen Produced Directly by Solar 
Radiation 

T. Bergene, E. Holden and J. Kekstad 

We want to evaluate the possibility of producing hydrogen directly by 
solar illumination without going through the step of electrolysis. One 
problem is that water U transparent al wavelengths representative for 
the sunlight. This necessiates (lie UM- uf some catalyzing process or 
substance. One method is the use uf .semiconductor material as a 
catalyzing substance. We call this process photolysis. 

So far efficiencies of up to s 10'/ . ave been achieved in practice. This 
is far below the maximum theoretical lliermodyiiamiral limit of about 
30%, and also requires the use uf very expensive .semiconductor mate
rial. Hut it is very promising compared To silicon solar-cell technology, 
which at maximum have achieved a conversion efficiency of sunlight to 
electricity of approximately 'KVA. taking into account tin* continuous 
and intensive research mi the hitter process. 

The b;usic p r in . .pies uf photolysis are well unders tood, hut there are 
several di f f icul t ies fu hi- considered in urder to raise the efficiency fur
ther. Key words in that respect are: a) o n -fusion uf the electrodes, b) 
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appropriate choice of semiconductor material ill order to match band-
gap, flat-band potential and red-oks levels present in the electrolyte, 
c) charge transfer through the semiconductor-electrolyte interface and 
d) recombination losses (electrons and holes), both in the bulk of the 
semiconductor and at the interface. 

The project, supported by NAVF, is so far concerned with a biblio
graphical study of the field. We have also started an analysis of ef
ficiency determining parameters. We want to investigate what would 
be a realistic efficiency limit considering all relevant loss-factors. It 
seems that a better understanding of the physics in the layer between 
the semiconductor and the electrolyte is essential in that respect. We 
want to give a correct kinematic picture of what is happening in the 
photolysis process and suggest possible experimental set-ups in order 
to achieve higher eiliciencies. 

8.3 Wet Breathing Gas 

N.T. Ottestad" anil A. Stomiste 
"Ottestad Breathing System .4 /5 , Tønsberg 

The project "Wet Breathing Gas" was started in I97N when cand.real. 
N.T. Ottestad was a member of the staff at the University of Oslo. 
Later on Ottestad has established his own firm; Ottestad Breathing 
Systems A/S (OBS A/S) for the purpose of producing diving systems. 
Tiie basic idea was to eliminate respiratory heatloss by using satu
rated, warm breathing gas. Thus we expected to improve the divers 
physiological and physical conditions at. intermediate and large depth, 
and also to extend the actual depth for dry-suit diving. 

A lot of experiments have been carried out with breathing gas tem
perature or ISO - -10 "<•'.. These experiments strongly indicated that 
moistened, warm breathing gas (compared to traditional conditioned 
breathing gas) contributes to the maintenance of divers heat balance, 
mental ability and lung functions. Tin 1 main financial supporters dur
ing the tests were Statoil. Industrifondet (repayable grant) and NTNF. 
In 1087 ODS launched the Welders Mask W 400-87. This system could 
provide warm huniidiiied gas, and was in fact the first breathing sys
tem which fulfilled all criteria for operational use down to 400 msw in 
the North Sea. Since then these ideas has been fully recognized by the 
Norwegian oil companies who now specifies humidified breathing gas 
in their diving operations. 

Early in 1988 ODS started the development of a new I'.B.A. (Under
water Wreathing Apparatus) with some very interesting features. The 
apparatus combi' - ihe "old" OHS system with a pneumatic assisted 
"semi-closed" emergency syslein. This emergency system (which does 
not depend upon external git.-, supply) ulilizes the pressure energy of 
the bailout bottle lo minimize the work of breathing. This new U.D.A. 
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has been thoroughly tested during the last years, and has proven to 
fulfill the most stringent requirements for diving down to at least 400 
msw. The final testing has been sponsored by Statoil, Norsk Hydro, 
Saga and NPD. The divers response has been extremely positive, and 
the system is currently being launched. 

The UBA project also has some very interesting spin-off effects. The 
reason for this is the extremely good performance of some gas (liquid) 
regulators which are based on quite new principles. These principles 
have already been successfully applied in equipment for medical and 
military purposes. 

The experimental activities are centered around the test facilities of 
OBS A/S near Tonsberg. 

8.4 Neural Network. 

K.I. Isachsen, J.A. Westberg, T. Engeland, I. Espe and G. Midttun. 

Neural Networks, or Neuroconipiiting, is a new approach to informa
tion processing. A Neural Net is constructed of simple processing el
ements, neurons, exchanging information through connections. They 
are controlled through the so-called weights. As a result we get a 
system with the ability tu learn, to predict and to recognize learned 
patterns. 

Neural nets have proved tu be very useful in a number of cases. Ex
amples are financial predictions, decisiuu making, pattern recognition, 
process controls, future predictions, medical diagnosis etc.. An un
derwater listening system developed by General Dynamics is a good 
example what a neural network can do. This system is able to identify 
different types of ships and submarines by the sound of their engines. 
Similarly, a network has been developed that are able to distinguish 
arnof» different aircraft. It can identify an aircraft based on as little 
as 10 % of full description. 

Neural nets may be implemented on conventional computers. This 
simulates parallel prucessing of a neural net in a sequential computer. 
Program of this type is often called Neural Network Simulators and is 
available on the marked. 

Lately neural netwurk has been designed on electronic chips. Then 
electronics around the chip control the dataflow. The present fastest 
chip is Intels SOITO.VX Electrically Trainable Analog Neural Network 
(ETANN) chip. Inputs and outputs tu this chip are analog and thus 
suited to real-world application. 

In our laboratory a system has been set up around a hardware and 
software developers system delivered by Intel cooperation. The Intel 
neural network training system (i,\',VTS|. is a complete environment 
for training and testing the SDITONX chips. After collecting and pre
processing of data, it can set up and simulate a network system in 
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software. After successful training session the simulated weights are 
download on a801TUNX chip and one can perform a chip-in-loopopti
mization to accommodate the fabrication variances in each chip. With 
the chip in loop it is then possible to test the network to see how well 
it works. 

After training the chip may be embedded in a stand-alone system, 
developed by users. 

One S0170NX contains 64 analog neurons and supports two-layer neu
ral networks trained with backpropagation or rerun out backpropaga-
tion learning laws. Input are organized in two groups, external and 
recurrent, each containing SO X 0; weights and bias inputs. Due to 
output buffer rontrol one chip is able to support a two-layer mapping 
of 128 inputs to 64 outputs. 

Our group is at the moment concentrated on a few projects. Two 
students are in the early stage in developing a network which can read 
inputs of written text. The network should produce a code for the 
word so?inds that can be translated by electronics into sounds in a 
speaker. The net shall learn by experience and not by rules or from a 
dictionary. 

This project includes writing a ••etwork simulator which makes it pos
sible to study more general network aspects. Included are also an 
exploration of Intels development set 1NNTS. 

In a second project we concentrate on neural networks ability to pre
dict future values of time series by extracting knowledge Trom the past. 
As a part of this project we analyze noise removal from experimen
tal time series. Past and future behaviour of sunspots is a classical 
problem of this type. 
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8.02 M. Guttormsen: The Particle-Rotor Model. 

20.02 
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27.09 
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Chapter 10 

Committees, Conferences 
and Visits 

10.1 Committees and Various Activities 

External committees and activities only are listed. 

B. Bjerke: Member of a solar noiise Committee in Østfold Fyllte. 

T. Engeland: Referee for Nuclear Physics and Physics Letters. 

K. Cijøtterud: Referee for Nuclear Physics and Physica .Scripta. 
Referee for IOP Publishing LTD. 
Member of the committee for The Lisl and Leo Eitinger 
price. 

Member of The Norwegian Physical Society's Human Rights 

Committee. 
Member of "International Federation of Scientists for Soviet 
Refusniks". 
Member of the Working Croup on Immigrants and Legal 
Rights organized by the Contact Committee for Immigrants 
and Norwegian Authorities, Ministry of Local Government. 
Representative of the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural 
Sciences in the Council for Examen Philosophicum. 

M.Guttormsen: Member of the Board of the Nuclear Physics Committee of 
the Norwegian Physical Society. 
Deputy Mfunber of the National Committee for Nuclear Re
search. 
Referee for Nuclear Physics and Zeitsehrift fiir Physik. 
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T. Holtebekk: Chairman of The Norwegian Standardization Organization 
Sub-Committee for Technical and Physical Units. 

F. Ingebrelsen: Member of the Science Council of the Norwegian Research 
Council for Science and Humanities. 
Chairman of the Science Council Physics committee. 
Member of the CERN committee. 
Member of the EISCAT board. 
Editor of the periodical "Fra Fysikkens Verden". 
Member of a advisory committee for the Research Council 
project: "Women in and after the science education period". 
Member of the Hoard of Directors of SOLNOR A/S . 

E. Osnes: President of the Norwegian Physical Society. 
Member of the Council of the European Physical Society. 
Member of the EPS Action Committee on Publications. 
Member of the Executive Hoard ofNORUlTA. 
Member ( lf the Advisory Committee of Nuclear Physics of 
NOIUHT.V 
Chairman of the Norwegian Committee for Nuclear Re
search (NTK) under NAVF. 
Cu-cditui (with T.T.S. KIHJ) of International Review of Nu
clear Physics, published by World Scientific Publ. Comp.. 
Referee for Nuclear Physics, Physics Letters B and Physica 
Srripta. 
Member of the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters, 
and of the Hoval Norwegian Society of Sciences and Letters. 



J. Rekstad: Member of the Hoard of Directors of NAVF. 
Chairman of the Board of Directors of SOLNOR A/S . 
Vice-member of "Akademisk Kollogium", University of Oslo. 
Vice-member of the Board of Trustees of Orkla-Borregaard 
A/S . 
Member of the Board of Directors of "'International Cardio
logical Institute for Therapeutic Research", ICIT. 
Vice-member of "Statens Atomtilsyn". 
Member of an advisory group under "Statens Atomtilsyn" 
evaluating' the national ability to tacle nuclear emergency 
situations if the Halden reactor should be closed. 
Member of advisory committee for the future structure of 
the Department of Physics, University of Bergen. 
Member of the Norwegian Reference group for the JOULE 
II EEC-program. 
Member of the (,'ouncil of KRANOVA, Material Technology 
Network Center in Haugesund. 
Referee for Nuclear Phvsics and Physical Review. 

R. Tangen: Member ol the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters. 

P.O. Tjørn: Member of llie Non, Committee for Accelerator Based Re
search (NO AC). 
Referee for Nuclear Physics. 

10.2 Conferences 

The Section of Nuclear Physics participated in the Annual Meeting of 
the Norwegian Physical Society. Trondheim. June 1001. 

M. Guttormsen and E. Osnes participated in the Symposium on Nu
clear Physics at Storage Rings. Lund, Sweden. Sept. 10-12 1001. 

F. Ingebretsen participated in the lOOi Nuclear Chemistry Gordon 
Conference, Colby Sawyer College. New Hampshire. June "24-28 1991, 
and ISES 1901 Solar World Cong/ess. Denver. Colorado, Aug. 1H-24 
1901. 

P. 0 . Tjoui participated in the Research Conference on Nuclear Shapes, 
Lake Balaton, Hungary. Sept. 2 (i 109I. 

J. Rekstad participated and gave an invited talk at Seminar on Energy 
Saving, Praha. ,lulie 10 |:t 1091. 

M. IIjortli-.leuM'ii pnrtirip:iii-d in Clu.s1i*r models in Nuclear Physics, 
conference to mark Prof. Wililerinith 70th birthday. Tiihingrn. July 



17-19 1991 

K. Gjotterud was invited to First International A.I). Sakharov Con
ference on Physics. Moscow May 27-31, 1991 and to 
International Symposium on Phase Transitions in Honor of Prof. Alexan
der Voronel. Tel Aviv, December 26-27, 1991 

H. Andås participated in the 
International Conference on Dell's Theorem and The Foundations of 
Modern Physics, Cerena, Italy, Oct. 7-10 1991 and in the 
Nordisk Ministerråd Forskerkurs Introduction to Quantum Chaos, NORDITA/Niels 
Bohr Institute, Copenhagen, May 23-2N, 1991 and in the 
NORDITA Symposium Physics of Quantum i .iaos and Measurement, 
NORDITA, Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen, June 3-5 1991. 

10.3 Visits 

F. Ingcbretseti was "summer visitor" at TASCC, C'haik River Labora
tories, Canada, June 20-Aug. 17. 1991. 

M. 'Ijorth-Jensen stayed at the Institul fiir Theorelische Physik, Uni-
versitat Tubingen, May 1-July 31, 1991. 
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Chapter 11 

Theses, Publications and 
Talks 

11.1 Theses 

T.S. Tveter: Spectroscopy of Heated Deformed Rare Earth Nuclei. 
Dr. Scient. Thesis 

T. Bergene: The Schrodinger Cat and Wigner's Friend Used as Ar
gument in connection with the Measurement Problem of Quantum 
Mechanics. 
Cand. Scient. Thesis. 

N. Bøhmer: Variations in the Indoor Radon Concentration. 
Cand. Scient. Thesis. 

A. Holt: An investigation of the Effective Interaction in Atomic Nu
clei. 
Cand. Scient. Thesis. 

A.K.H. Klungland: The Extraction of Statistical Parameters from 
First Generation Gamma-ray spectra. 
Cand. Scient. Thesis. 

R. Mann: Index Theorems in Mathematics and Physics. 
Cand. Scient. Thesis. 

M.B. Mærli: Indoor Radon exposure. 
Cand. Scient. Thesis. 
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11.2 Scientific publications 

1 1 . 2 . 1 N u c l e a r P h y s i c s a n d I n s t r u m e n t a t i o n 

M. Guttormsen, A. Atac,, K. Klungland, ,S. Messelt, T. Ramsøy, J. 
Rekstad, T.S. Tveter and Z. Zelazny 
Gross Properties of Statistical 7-Decay in , 7 2 Y b 
Nucl. Phys. A531 (1991), 370 

M. Hjorth-Jense.11, E. Osnes, H. Mii, K'.VV. Schmid and T.T.S. Kuo 
Microscopic Nuclear Structure Calculations with Modern Meson-Exchange 
Potentials in Understanding the Variety of Nuclear Excitations 
Prnc. of the 3rd Int. Spring Seminar on Nuclear Physics, Ischia, Italy, 
21-25 May 1990, ed. A. Covello (World Scientific, Singapore, 1991) p. 
97. 

L.P. Csernai, G. Kai. ('. (.ale and E. Osnes 
Momentum-Dependent Mean Kield and the Nuclear Equation of State 
Advances in Nuclear Dynamics, Proc. of the 7th Winter Wcrkshop on 
Nuclear Dynamics, Key West, USA, 20 January - 2 Kebmary 1991, ed. 
W. Bauer and J. Kaptisla (World Scientific, Singapore, 1991) p . 147. 

J.E. Brittain, A. S tonus te and A. Larsen 
Radiocesium in Brown Trout (.S'n/inu trntla) from a Subalpine Lake 
Ecosystem after the Chernobyl Reactor Accident. 
J.Environ., Radioactivity 14 (1991), 1X1 

H.J. Jensen, G.B.Hagemann. P.O.Tjum, S.Krauendorf, A. Atac,, M. 
Bergstrom, A. Bracco, A. Brockstedt, 11. Carlsson, P. Ekstrom, J .M. 
Espino, B. Herskind, K. Ingebretsen, J. .longman, S. Leoni, R.M. 
Lieder, T. Lonnroth, A. Maj, B. Million, A. Nordlund, J. Nyberg, 
M. Piiparinen, H. Ryde, M. Sugawara and A. Virtanen 
Interaction Strength and Shape Difference for the h,j/z and /in/2 c o n " 
figurations in 1 ( i , J Tin 
Zeitschrift f. Phys.. vnl.340. no. 1, (1991), 351 

J. llekstad, T.S. Tveter aud M. Guttormsen 
Comment on "Chaos in Nuclei aiul tlie I\ Quantum Number" 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 67 (19911, 21M) 

J. Wikne with the DELPHI Collaboration 
The DELPHI Detector at I.EP 
Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 3 0 3 (1991) 
233-270 
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11.3 Scientific and Technical Reports 

11.3.1 Nuclear Physics and Instrumentation 

B.L. Altshuler: Scientific Method of A.D.Sakharov 
Department of Physics Report 91-2.r), Univ. of Oslo, 1991 

H. Andås: Bells ulikheter og diskusjonen oin kvantemekanikkens kon-
septuelle grunnlag. 
Abstract fra Workshop i kjerneforskning, nov. 199C. 
Physics Dept. Sei./ Tech. Report no. 1, University of Bergen (1991), 
1 

H.E. Andås: Bell's Inequalities for Quantum Mechanics 
Department of Physics Report 91-2G, Univ. of Oslo, 1991 

H.E. Andås and O.K. Gjøtterud: Quantum Theory and Questions of 
Reality and Completeness 
Department of Physics Report 91-22, Univ. of Oslo, 1991 

T. Bergene: Schrødingers katt som argument i kvantefysiske proble-
mer 
Abstract fra workshop i kjernei.rskning, Bergen, nov. 1990 
Physics Dept. Sei./ Tech. Report no. 1, University of Bergen (1991), 
5 

L. Bergholt: Gamma decay monster i nverga.ngskjerner. 
Abstract fra workshop i kjerneforskning. Bergen, nov. 1990 
Physics Dept. Sei./ Tech. Report no. 1. University of Bergen (1991), 
3 

N. Bøhmer: Radon og Radondøtre i inneluft: Fysiske parametre 
Abstract fra workshop i kjerneforskning, Bergen, nov. 1990 
Physics Dept. Sei./ Tech. Report no. 1. University of Bergen (1991), 
10 

J .O. Eeg, M. Guttormsen, A.K. Kluuglaud og L. Veseth: Erfaringer 
med dr.scient.-ordningen ved Fysisk institutt 
Department of Physics Report 91-0K. Univ. of Oslo. 1991 

L. Engvik og E. Osnes: Fermi-væske parametre i kjernematerie 
Abstract fra workshop i kjerneforskning. Bprgen, nov. 1990 
Physics Dept. Sri . / Tech. Report uo. 1, University of Bergen (1991), 
14 

M. Guttormsen: SIRI - Et nmllidetcktor partikkelteleskopsystem 
Proposal, Fysisk institutt . Universitetet i Oslo, mai 1991 (upubl.) 

M. Guttormsen og T.F. Thoisteinsen: Fremdriflsplaner for eksperi
mentell kjernefysikk i Norge 
Department of Physics Report 91-1'). I'niv. of Oslo. I99I 
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M. Hjorth-.lcnsen: Qnr-nrliin;j; of spin matrix elements i Nuclei 
Abstract f ra workshop i kjcinelbrskning. Bergen, nov. 1990 
Physics Dept. Sei./ Tech. Report no. I. University of Bergen (1991), 
22 

M. Hjorth-.lensen. T. Engeland. A. Holt and E. Osnes 
On tlie Kole of Third- and Higher -Order Contributions to the Effec
tive Interaction for pf-Shel! Nuclei 
Department of Physics Keport 91-29, 1'niv. of Oslo (1991). 

M. Hjorth-Jensen, E. Osnes and II. Mi'ither: Folded-Diagram Effec
tive Interactions wit It the lloim Meson-Exchange Potential Model 
Department of Physics Keport 91-0.rj, I'm v. of Oslo (1991). 

M. Hjorth-Jensen, E. Osnes and T.T.S. Kuo: Effective Interactions for 
Valence-Hole Nuclei with Modern Meson-Exchange Potential Models 
Department of Physics Deport 91-27. 1'niv. of Oslo (1991). 

A. Holt: Tensordekoiuponering av den effektive vekselvirkning 
Abstract fra workshop i kjerueforskning. Bergen, nov. 1990 
Physics Dept. Sei./ Tech. Heport no. 1. University of Iiergen (1991), 
27 

A.M. Klungland: Eksitaksjon av statistiske parametre fra første gen
erasjons gaminaspektre 
Abstract fra workshop i kjernelbrskning, Bergen, nov. 1990 
Physics Dept. Sei./ Tech. Keport no. 1. University of Bergen (19.91), 
:l:i 

M.B. Mærli: Radon og Radondotre i inneluft 
Abstract fra workshop i kjeincfor.skniiig, Bergen, nov. 1990 
Physics Dept. Sei./ Tech. Keporl no. 1. University of Bergen (1991), 
7 

L.P. Csernai, (i . Eai. ('. (lale and E. Osnes: Nuclear Equation of State 
with Momentum Dependent Interactions 
Keport KSUCNIi-OO.S-91, Center for Nuclear Research, Kent State 
University (1991). 

I..P. Csernai. (.'. I'ai. C. da le . (Jy. Kluge. V.K'. Mishra and E. Os
nes: l ladron-Qnark Phase Transition with the Moment urn-Dependent 
Yukawa Interaction for lladrous 

Report KSU'C.N 11-00991. Center for Nuclear Research. Kent State 
University (1991). 

E. Osues and 1). Si nil) man: Spin Tensor Analysis of Realistic Shell-
Model Interactions 
liepori I.AUR 91-292.-) !...> Alamo, National Laboratory (1991). 
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T.ttanisoy: A SCSI Coiiiin.uid I.ilirarv for XDlOO 

Department of P I U M I » Report 'H-'ill. ( ' i i i v e c i U of Goto 1*101 

T. Ilamsoy: Fortran '10 
Abstract fra workshop i kjeruefor»kiiihg. Horgen, nov. 1990 
Physics Dopt. Sri./ Tech. Heiiort no. I. University of Bergen (1991), 

T. Kamsoy: DAISY. lli<- Oslo Cyclotron DAI.x Acquisition System 
Department of IMiyiir». Report 9I-2I. University of Oslo 1991 

E. Strawlen, T. Wolmi OR .). Kokstad: Myiidighetones kompetansebe
hov innen r»aktortekno!ogi og strålevern. 
Statens Atomtilsyn. Utredning utfort på oppdrag av Olje- og En
ergidepartementet. (1991) 

T..S. Tvoter: Spectroscopy of III uti'd Deformed Rare Earth Nuclei 
Thesis for the Dr. Srienl. degree 
Department of Physics, University of Oslo 1901 

T.S. Tveter: K-kvantotallol og •)-decay veu liuy eksitasjotisenergi 
Abstract fra workshop i kjeriieforskning, Bergen, nov. 1990 
Physics Dept. Sei./ Tech. Report no. 1, University of Bergen (1991), 
42 

T.S. Tveter, M. <!uttoniisen ;iud .1. Rekstad: V»an.iiia-Ray Branching 
and the K Quaiitiiui Number in Even Even Rare Karth Nuclei 
Department of Physics Report 91-19. I'liiv. of Oslo. 1991 

J.C. Wikne: The Timing Control Unit (TCU) and Fan-Out (FO) for 
the DELPHI SAT Calorimeter 
Department of Physics. University of Oslo Report 1)1-17. 1991 

1 1 . 3 . 2 E n e r g y 

S.L. Ander'"!), I. EspeugO. Ilerbjonisen: Solenergi l.avetorkemåliuger 
nord syd ost vest Xorge 
Department of Physics Report !l 1-IV2. Univ. uf Oslo. 1991 

B. Bjerke og J. Kokstad: IIYDKOd'EX Eretiitideiis energibærer 
RNFs eiiergiutredniuger. NAVF. Oslo. mars 1991 

.1. Rekstad og P. Blom: Vaimliaserte solfangere. Fiiiiksj(jn og energint-
bytte. 

NHI ( 1 9 9 1 ) . Ilyggforsk.si-rieu A :>.Y_>. IV) 
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11.3.3 Educational Physics 

A. I*mi> "R ('. AiiRi'li: \ iderem vikling .iv l.i-riiigsmiljoei ved Fysisk 
inst i tut t . Fy» I I I 
Fysisk institutt 

11.4 Talks and Conference Reports 

( ' . Angell: H.idioaktiviiel 
Etterutdanningskurs. l'iiiver..,iie|p| i Mergen. I ' I .S . 1991. 

('. Allgell: Naturfag for videtpgapudp skole 
2 «lagers kurs for N I T O , Oslo. 9-11.10. 1931 

('. Augell: Naturfag for ungdomstrinnet og videregaende skolp 
1 dags knrs for Vest-Agder. S . | I. 1991 

('. Angell og A. Isiirs: Naturfag for ungdomstrinnet 
2 dagers kurs for Oslol.erere, 22-2:). 10. 1991 

B. Hjerke: HYDHOdKN sum fiemtidens energiIwrer 
Seminar i energifysikk. Fysisk inst i tut t . Oslo, /12 1991 

I. Fspe: Om nevrale nettvi'rk 
Kurs (-l-t) vcd Micro 1'rocessor Systems A/S . Kongsberg 1991 

K. (Jjotterud: ('unditioiis mi a physical system (leiuanding a quantum 
description 
Refusnik Scientist Seminar.Moscow l(i.():[.199l. 

K. (ijotterud: Andrei Snkliarov and Norway 
The First Internationa] A.ll.Sakharov ('onference on Physics.Moscow.Memorial 
session 27.0'). 1991. 

F. Ingebretsen: Tlici-iuodyiKnnic.s for Pedestrians 
Invited lecture. Atomic F.neigy of Canada. Chalk Hiver. Canada (991). 

A. Isnes: Naturfag i ungdoitiskolen 
1 dags kurs i Trondheim 2-1.1.1991 

A. Isne.s: Naturfag i iiiigdoinskoleii 
1 dags kurs i Asker 2X.2.1991 

A. Isnes: Naturfag for ungihimslriuii <<'±, videreg.iende skule; Skriving 
og naturlag 2 dags knis. Oslo 22-2:i.-l. 1991 
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A. KIUH: Fysikk fui viili>r>'i$.ii'iiil>- -kole 
I liiiM-fs kiir-. for Xkl . Hi-mi'ii. l'i I I'I'll 

A. Isiiev Fysikk fur viili'ri'R.ifiiili- Aule 
•I timers kurs fur Xk'l. Truiidlieim. ><l. I («I'll 

A. I.SIIPS: Fysikk fur videregaeude -kule 
•I timers kur.-, fur XKI. Stavanger. (J.V I'l'M 

A. 1»III>S: Lyd og sloy fur ungdomstrinnet 
1 dags kurs for Aurskog-llolati. I 1.1. I fjfl I 

A. |s»i's: :! dagers kurs i miljolaue veil SI.S. 20-.'il..*i. |<)<)| 

A. Isni's: Xaturfag i uuiigdoinslriniiei 
•i dagors Sikkerhetskiirs. SI.S. Oslo. •!-(>.1 1. 1991 

A. Isnes: Naturfag b-ilinnet 
1 dags kurs for Hu'rum kuitiitiiiui'. l.'UI. 1991 

A. Isiirs: Datateknologi i naturfaget 
3 timers kurs for region i Oslo, 26.11. 1991 

A. Isnes: Ungdomstrinn og l>-lrinu 
:i dagers Miljola-rekurs. SLS. Oslo, 27-29.11. 199! 

A. Isnes og ('. Angcll: Apparaler og deinonst rasjoner i fysikkundervis-
ningen 
Videreutdanningskiirs FYS 010 
K dager, 1-0.8. 1091 og •! dager. 1-11.11. 1991 

A. Isties OR ('. Augell: Fysikk i videregaemle skole 
2 dagers kurs. Nord-Triindelag IS-19.9. 1991 

A. Isnes og ('. Angell: Fysikk fur vidciegaende skole 
5 dagers etterutdanningskurs. Oslo. 1S-22.II. 1991 

F. Osnes: Kffertive Fnrce.s in .Nuclei 
Invited 'Calk al I he MTA-X.WF-XSI Triangle Workshop, lialatonfiired. 
Hungary. 11-15 June 1991. 

E. Osnes: Present Situation of Flfcctive Forces in Xuclei 
Invited Talk at the Theoretical I'liysics Institute. Ctiiversity of Min
nesota, 1 August 1991. 

.1. liekstarl.- Solar Heat Systems. 
Invited talk on Fnergy ('oucervnliuii. Seminar in I'rague. june 10 13 
1991 

.1. iiekstad: Kuergifnrskuingeii ved Fysisk institutt. 1'iiiversitetet i 
Oslo. 
Invitert foredrag ved Institutt loi I'y-ikk. NTH. Trondheim. 11 mars 
1991. 
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J. Iti'k-.t.i<l: K.ilil finjnii. lua ft ittji-ii fiii-r In ar ' 
tfMLiu-kullnkiii,;,, i f»,,1,1,. M II. l'r..!»lli.'im. 1" Mirnar 1991. 

1. Iti'kiiail: In fncili.it;: "1'i.iiiiiitli'in'i '•iii,rRi»y»i«,iii" «»R "Solenergi" 
Kuri om iMnT îlvMkk. I vn-k nuii i i i i i . I'nivi-nii. irt i llnrfton. 12 an 
KH.il l ! ) ! ) l . 

T.S. Tvi'iiT. M. (iiitturiiiu'ii .iiul J. Iti*kitiiil: A -.ray Signature for 
tin' K Qiiantiiiii iiuiiilii'r 
Alutrait. Ann. Mi-dinu. N»rw. I' lm. Sue. Tinmlhi'im. Norway 1991 

('. AIIKPII: Forsok i fy.iikkuiitli'i'viiniiiKi'ii 
F.isliR ppclaRORiik «hit». I'nivi.riit I i Oil" I I.I. 1WII 

http://KH.il


11.5 Popular Science 

K. Gjotterud: Farlig knefall fur del uivsliske 
Vårt Laud 10.01 l!)!ll. 

K. Gjotterud: Konsekvenser av I'laurks konstant 
2 timers forelesning, Faglig-pedagogisk dag 11.01 1991 UiO 

K. Cljotterud: Folk må vite liva de velger 
Dagbladet, I7.03.I99I 

K. Cijatterii'l: Lysets natiirvilenskapelige idehistorie 
Pensjouistimivprsitetpt i Oslo. I-S.O-1.1991. 

K. Cijotterud: Tradisjonell fag i utvikling 
Universitas 21.01.1991. 

K. Gjotterml: Gudsbildet. Betyr moderne atoiiifysikk en utfordring 
for Bibelens gudsbilde og en begrtiniielse for New Age? 
Studeiitmeiijglieten UiO 11.OS. 1991. 

K. Cijøtterud: Skapelse eller utvikling - vjtenska]> og tro 
Omega Radio Oslo l:|.0(i.l991. 

K. Gjotterud: (Iveiti er <lu 
samtale med Gunnar Groudalil NRK TV 21.07.1991. 

K. Gjøttprud: Er del forskjell men beusyu til eventupll vitenskapelig 
rasjonalitet i klassisk og kvantisk fysikk. N\/*n relleksjnner 
Fagkveld for lanere ved Fxnmen 1'hilosopbicum UiO 0-1.10.1991. 

K. Gjøtterud: Kvantefysikken og samnionbruddet av dp klassiske bilder 

Unge kiinsliieres sninfiilid Oslo 10.10.1991. 

K. Gjotterud and .1. Feder 
Kvanter og kaos 
samtale mecl lua Tin NRK l'2 0">.12.1991. 

K. Gjotternd: Samtale med Fredrik Ruml og andre om meditasjon, 
New Age, paradigmeskifte og moderne fysikk 
AC EM Radio Oslo 21.0Y1M91 

K. Gjotterud: I.vshastiglieten i den spesielle relativitetsteorien 
NRK Pl Verdt a vite0:l.0S. 1991. 

F. Ingebrelsen: F.m-rgi og Ful ropi 
1-dags kurs for lektorer i Vesl fold fylke. Tunsberg Gymnas (1991) 

A. Isues: Privhust ,.--UI<MI. Kt dataprogram utviklet fur skoleverket 
Oppdrag fra A/S NurMie Sln-ll ug Kirke-, utdannings- ug forsknings-
de|liil'teiueiltet 1991 
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A. IM»'-, us ('. Angell: VidiHipioduk^jon for Statkraft 

MFC A 
Energi undervisn i ug i skolen: Varmepumper, Elfrkt og energi, Ohins 
lov. 1991 

E. Osnes: Kristendom og natnrvitem>kap 
Foredrag ved Oslo Ingeniørhøgskole 1(J. april 1991. 

T.T.S. Kuo and E. Osnes: Editors-in-Cliarge of International Review 
of Nuclear Physics, vol. .1: Helativistic Heavy Ion Physics, 332 pp 
(World .Scientific. Singapore. 1991). 

T.T.S. Kuo aud E. Osnes: Editors-in-Charge of International Review 
of Nuclear Physics, vol. (i: Helativistic Heavy Ion Physics, 372 pp 
(World Scientific, Singapore. 1991). 

T.T.S. Kuo and E. Osnes: I'.diiors-in-('liarge of International Review 
of Nuclear, Physics, vol. 7: Electric aml Magnetic Giant Resonances 
in Nuclei, .r>00 pp (World Scientific, Singapore, 1991). 

J. Rekstad: Solenergi i holigeu - et miljøalternativ 
Huslnggeren (1992). :(9 

J. Rekstad: Solenergi - et miljøalternativ. 
Invitert foredrag ved HYGG NOK 91 messen. liergen 17 - 21 april, 
1991. 

J. Rekstad: Solenergi som eksportvare. 
Intervju i Aftenposten. A-iiiagasinet. 11 september 1991. 

J. Rekstad: Solenergi 
Intervju i program posten "Sann er livet". P l ,NRK. 30 januar 1991. 

.1. Rekstad: Solenergi 
Intervju og paueldiskusjon i programposten "Kapital". TV3 , 17 februar 
1991. 

.1. Rekstad: Gjest i programposten "Var natur". P l ,NRK. 1 septem
ber 1991. 

.1. Rek.itad: Forelesninger ved kurset "Energi og miljo" 
Senter for utvikling og miljo ( S I M ) . 1'iiiversitetel i Oslo. 2 - :! septem
ber 1991. 

.1. Rekstad: Solenergi 
Intervju i Bellona Magasin .19. 1991 

.1. Rekstad: Solenergi 
Intervju i Forbrukerrapporten ur.I . 1991 

('. Angell og S. Lie: I'vsikkek>ainen o^ ek^aniensfysikk 
Fra Fysikkens Verden no.2 1991. 3li 
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K. (Ijoltoriid: Om Heisenbergs uskarplietsrelasjoiier og Srhrodingers 
katt. Kunsekveusor nv I'lanrk» konstanl; livor langt inn i kvantever-
deiiPti. Kan vi fa HUM] OSS elever i «len videregnende skole»? 
(i timers kurs. Sl.Olav vg>. Stavanger 00.02.1001 

K. (I'jottPriid: Heisenbergs uskarplietsrelasjoiier og ilen vicleregående 
skolpn 
i timers forelesning, Ftteriildanningskurs for fysikkhrrore Fysisk in
s t i tu t t UiO 20.11.1001 

A. [sues, KristPiison. Svelle. Tysdahl: Huk X: Arv og utvikling. Naturfag 
7-0 
Cappelen 1001 

A. lsnes. Kristensen. Svelle. T.vsdalil: L;ererveiledning for hok 4 og 5. 
Naturfag 7-0 
Cappelen 1001 

A. Isiios. Nilsen. A. Hamla»: )FY (irunnbok. Fysikk for don videregående 
skolen 
NKI-forlaget 1001 

A. Isnes, Nilsen, A. Samlas: :)FY Arbeidsbok nie<l laboratorieovinger. 
Fysikk for den videregaoude skolen NKI-forlaget 1001 

A. lsnes. Nilsen. A. Samlas: :U"Y Fasit med Uisuiugsf<irslag. Fysikk 
for den vidpregaonde skolen 
NKI-forlaget 1001 

Anders Isnes: Drivhiisolfektou - el dataprogram for skoleverket 
Data i skolen,.) 1001 

A . Isnes: Sa te l l i t tda ta i i inderviMMngeu 

F vrdupriugs rapport 
Fl utviklingsprosjekt i samarbeid med Norsk Romsenter, dunnsko le rådp t 
og lu utvalgtp skoler. 1001 

E. Osnes: Vanskegrad og brriugsproblemer i begyniieritndervisuingen 
i fysikk. Fysikksemimir for iiigeniorbog.skolebrrere. Oslo. X.-0. mars 
1001. 

11.6 Science Policy 

( ) . Hol ter og F. I i i g e l i r e t v n : IV.i i oda kl orene 

Fra Fysikkens Verden no. I.•_'.:). I. Vol.">:J. 1001 

A. Isnes: Norsk FyMkkntnlerviMiing 
Foredrag pa Fysikdngnr i Varberg. Sveiigo. Ft.s. 1001 
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E. Osnes: Europeisk k jmiefnrskiiing. Inntrykk fr.i M'PECC-motet i 
Ruthin. Wales. 17.-21. mar-. 1991 
Kjernefysisk seminar. I'niversitetet i Mergen. :10. april 1991. 

E. Osnes (as member of NuI'ECC): Nuclear Physics in Europe: Opper-
til nit ios and Perspectives. (Nuclear Physics European Collaboration 
Committee, 1901 

E. Osnes: Norsk forskniiigsradsorganisnsjon 
Innlegg om (;roli>jlt-utv«lgets innstilling pa NAVFs iilrednin t-'nsti-
tutts forskingspolitiske konferanse, Oslo. 23. .september 1991 
i Rapport / 9 1 , NAVFs utredningsinstitutt (1991). s. 29. 

J. Rekst.id: Peer Review Evaluation - Comments. 
Invited talk at Seminar on Research Evaluation. Oslo :S0 - SI may 
1991. arranged by The Joint Hoard of the Norwegian Research Coun
cils. 

.1. Rekstad: Satsniugsoiiirader. programmer og sentra - hvor blir det 
av universitetet? 
Invitert foredrag, konferanse om "Sentra - Trussel eller mutigliet for 
liniversitetene?". Norsk Studentunion. Oslo 22 april 1991. 

.1. Rekstad: Endel iutensjoiier aldri oppfylt. 
Intervju i Forskerfonini nr.-"). 1991 
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